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CHAPTER VII.
MERSON turned to bebold Bait's
huge figure all but blocking the

distant door.
"Call blm in," said Clyde
quickly. "I wunt to meet him. He
look* Just my sort." And accordingly
Emerson motioned to the fisherman.
Seeing there was no help for it, Big
tieorge composed himself and ventured
timidly across the portal.
"Gimme a lemonade, quick; I'm all
het up," he ordered. "I can't get no
footholt on these fancy floors, they're
so dang slick."
"Mr. Clyde offers to put |10,000 Into
the deal If be can go to Kalvlk with

and help ruu the canuery," explained Euierson.
George looked over the clubman carefully from his curly crown to hie slender. hlRh heeled shoes, then smiled
us

froadly.

"It's up to Mr. Emerson. I'm willing
if he Is." Whereupon, vastly encouraged. Clyde proceeded to expatiate

upon his owu surpassing qualifications. While he was speaking a party
of three men approached and seated
themselves at an adjoining table. As
they pulled out their chairs Big George
> haneed
to glance In their direction,
.nen

put down nis lemonade glass care-

fully.

"What's the matter?" Boyd demanded in a low tone, for the big fellow's
face had suddenly goue livid, while
his eyes had widemd like those of an

euraged animal.

hiui!"
"That's
George
growled.
"That's the dirty bound!"
Emerson.
"Sit still!" commanded
"Don't make a fool of yourself," he

cautioned.

"That's bun!" repeated George, bis
"That's Willis
glaring redly.

eyes

liarsh."

"Where?" Emerson whirled curiously, but there was no need for George
to polut out his enemy, for one of the
strangers stood as If frozen, with his
hand upon the back of his chair, an
expression of the utmost astonishment
A smile was dying
upon his face.
from his Hps.
Boyd beheld

of

thirty-eight

plump, thickset man
In evening dress. There
a
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(aside from himself) for Mildred Waylaud's hand, a personage whose existence he felt as u continued menace.
He was visiting Mildred tit her home.
Hearing voices outside the library,
Give
the young tnau asked hurriedly:
time alone with you, my lndy.
1 must leave early."
There was time for uo more, for

me some

Wayne Wayland entered, followed by
another gentleman at the tirst sight of
whom Emerson started. while his mind
raced off luto u dizzy whirl of incredulity. It could not be! It was too groWhat prank
tesque—too ridiculous!
of malicious fate was this? He turned
his eyes to the door again to see if by
any chuuce there were a third visitor,
but there was not, aud he was forced
to resiHiud to Mr. Wayland's greeting,
^'he other man had meanwhile stepped
directly to Mildred, as if he had eyes

for no one else, and was bowing over
her hand when her father spoke.
"Mr. Emerson, let uie present you to
Mr. Marsh. I Itelleve you have never
happened to meet here." Marsh turned
reluctant to release the girl's
not uutil his owu was outstretched did he recognize the other.
The two mumbled the customary salIf

as

hand, aud
utations.

"You two will get along famously,"
eaid Mr. Wayland. "Mr. Marsh is acquainted with your couutry, Boyd."
exclaimed quicklv
Marsh
"Ah!"
"Are you an Alaskan, Mr. Emerson?"
"Indeed, he is so wedded to the coun-

try that he is going back tomorrow,"
Mildred oh'ered.
Marsh's first look of challeuge now
changed to one of the liveliest interest,
and Boyd imagined the fellow endeavoring to link him, through the affair

typical

a

Alaskan—disappointed,

"Mining!"
"Oh!" Indifferently.
"Boyd Las something rar better urn»
mining now," began Mildred. "lie was
telling iue about It as"—
"You interrupted us," interjected
Emerson, panic stricken. "I didu t have
time to explain tbe nature of my enterprise."
The girl was about to put in a dis-

^ed».LaBal Walker' μΪΕΛ

Wanted.

"Yes."
But the clouds were blown away α
lew days after when Alton Clyde
threw down twenty-flve $1,000 bills bemysterious
fore Boyd—got from a
source which he refusAl to name.
Emerson later met the leading suitor

but not discouraged."
"What business?"

.".·»

lorn δ

BROTHERS

"It's au awful big piece of money,"
liait admitted, with a sigh.
"I never fully realized before how
"And yet
tery large." Boyd said.
without that arnouut the Seattle bank
won't back us for the remainder."
"Oh, it's uo use to tackle the business on a small scale."
Big George
pondered. "We'd ought to be on the
roast now. We're shy $25,000, eh?"

am

"/'"Ktf. Io

ITHE

&·

HARPER

at the restaurant, with the presence
of Big George in Chicago.
"Yes," Boyd answered cautiously, "l

^^^bt'tid^g
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claimer when he flashed a look at her
which she could uot help but heed. "1
am very stupid about stab things,"
she offered easily. "1 would uot have
To her
understood it, I am sure."
father she continued, leaving what
she felt to be dangerous ground. "I
"don'toyfbk sibtoub hand; rr'a diktt."

uothlng distinctive about him exof a
•ept, i*>rhups. his hair, which was
decided reddish hue. lie was light of
complexion; his month wrts small and
of a rather womanish appearance, due
He was well
to the full red lips.
was

groomed, well fed; in all ways he was
Ilalalug his
α typical city bred man.
brows In recognition, he nodded pleasantly to Bait, theu, as If on second
thought, excused himself to his companions and stepped toward the other

CTOUp.
"How do you do, George? What in
the name of goodness are you doing

1
here?
hardly recognized you."
Marsh's voice was round and musical,
his accent eastern. With au assumption of heartiness, he extended a white
gloved hand, which the big, uncouth
man who faced him refused to take.

George
The other three had risen.
seemed to be groping for a retort.
Finally he blurted out hoarsely:
It's
"Don't offer me your band.

dirty! It's got blood on it!"
"Nonsense!" Marah smiled. "Let's
be friends again, George. Bygone· are

bygones."

"You dirty rat!" breathed the fisher-

man.

"Very well. If you wish to be obstinate"—Willis Marsh shrugged his
shoulders carelessly, although in his

voice there was a metallic note—"I
Mr. Bait and
have nothing to say.
I had a business misunderstanding,"
he said smoothly to Emerson, "which
It didn't
I hoped was forgotten.
much"—
At this Bait uttered a choking snarl
and stepped forward, only to meet
Boyd, who intercepted him.
"Behave
yourself!" he ordered.
"Don't make a scene." And before the
big fellow could prevent It he had
linked arms with him and swung him

amount to

The movement was executed
so naturally that none of the patrons
of the cafe noticed it except perhaps
ns a preparation for departure. Marsh
bowed civilly aud returned to his seat.
Alton Clyde clamored for enlightenment as to the reason for this erup-

around.

tion.

"That is the fellow we will have to
"He is the
head of the cannery combination at
of
bitter
enemy
a
aud
Kalvlk

tight," Boyd explained.

George's."
Clyde spoke earnestly.

"Well, that

as far as I am
This is bound to end In a

absolutely settles It

conccmed.
row."
"You meau you don't want to join
us Γ
"Don't want to! Why, I've Just fot
to, that's all. The $10,000 Is youra."
A month had elapsed when Emerson at last expressed to George the
discouragement that had lain silently

hi both men's minds.
"You've played your string out, eh?"
"Absolutely. I've done everything
except burglary, but I can't raise that
$100,000. Time* are hard, and I've
bled my friends of every dollar th*y
can

"Indeed be is. He is a money maker,
too; bid associate· swear by him. If
I were you. my boy, I would study
him; be Is a good man to Imitate."
At tbe dinner table the talk at first
was geueral and of a character appropriate for the hour, but Miss Wayland,
oddly enough, displayed such an unusual thirst for Information regarding
the North American Packers' association that her father wat. moved to remark upon It.
"What In the world has come over
"Ton never
you. Mildred?" he said.
hear about

rared to
fore."

"It la."
"I suppose you will see a great deal
of this—Cherry Malotte?"

"Undoubtedly, inasmuch

I

didn't look for you

so

early."

"We tiulshed sooner than I expected." Mr. Way land answered, "so 1
drove Willis to bis hotel and waited
for him to dress. I was afraid he might
disappoint us if I let him out of my

My dear, I have effected a wonderful deal today," went on her father.
"With the help of Mr. Marsh I closed

sight.

the last details of a consolidation
which has occupied ine for many
months."
"Another trust, I suppose."
"Certain people might call it that,"
chuckled tbe old man. "Willis was tbe
insplriug genius aud d.'J most of the

at

"Partners!" Mildred ceased playing
"What do you
swung about.

mean

ticular effect on your plans?"
"Yes and no," he answered, feeling
again the weight of this last complication, forgotten for the moment.
"What do you wish me to do?"
"Nothing, only for the present please
don't mention my scheme either to
him or to Mr. Marsh. I am a bit uncertain as to my course. You see, it
means so

length announced,

to

"but in the future 1 propose to derive
pleasure from this affair. I am
tired out. For a long time 1 have been
planning a trft somewhere, and now
1 think 1 shall make a tour of inspection in the spring and visit the various
holdings of the North American PackIn that way I can
ers' association.
combine recreation and business."

questioned

"Kalvili?"
"Yes; that is the plan," Marsh chimed in. "You see. 1 am selfish in urging
It, Miss Wayland. I expect you to
Join the party."

face in her arms, for a memory was
upon her. a forgotten kiss was hot
upon her lips, and she was very lonely.
At the hotel Emerson found Clyde
and Fraser in Bait's room awaiting
1:1m. They were noisy and excited at

"I am sure you would like It, Mildred." the magnate added.
Boyd could scarcely believe bis ears.
Would ι Iiey come to Kulvlk? Would
they all assemble there in that unmap-

the success of the enterprise and at
the prospect of Immediate actiou:
Boyd told them little of the news
that had startled him earlier In the
evening beyond the bare fact that
Marsh had floated a packers' trust and

ped nook? And. supposing they should,

had he the courage to continue his
mad enterprise? It was all so unreal!
He was torn between the desire to
have Mildred agree and fear of the Influencé Marsh might gain during such
But Miss Wayland evidently
a trip.
had an eye to her own comfort, for

that secrecy for the present was now
to the success of
The full signifitheir undertaking.
cance of the merger, therefore, did not
strike his associates, even when on the
train the next day they read the announcement of Its formation In the
newspapers. Bait alone took notice of
It and fell iuto a furious rage at his

enemy's

the girl.
"In the mining camps, yes; but we
fishermen live lonely lives."
"But the coy, shrinking Indian maidens? I have read about them."
"They are terrible affairs," Marsh

questioned

his

general

annoyance.

canning business."

"You mean the N. A. P. A.?"

"Precisely. Our Chicago correspond-

"No."

ent can't tell us any more than we
have learned from the press—namely,
that a combination has been formed.
We are naturally somewhat cautious

"Come, come! She knows you well."
He is concealing
"Ah, a mystery!
something!" cried Miss Wayland.

was

sneak-

some

white women whatever at Kulvlk.
Emerson doubtless has met Cherry Malotte?"
"I have," acknowledged Boyd. "She

Is quite typical—just a plain mining
camp hanger-on who drifted down our

about the trust."
"IndeedΚ Are you acquainted witn
Wayne Way land?" asked Mr. HUllard.
with a new light of curiosity In his

way."

"Not at all," Boyd disclaimed angri"Miss Malotte Is a tine woman,"
then at Marsh's short laugh, "And her
conduct bears favorable comparison

ly.

eyes.
ti
"I know him well.
"\h. I congratulate you. Perhup.
this is—er—Wayland money behind

you?"

"That 1 am not at liberty to discuss,
the younger man replied evasively,
have taken steps to sell my seasons
output in advance. The rommlss on
uien will be In town skortly, and
shall contract for the entire catch at a

Ftlpulcted prl. e. Is that satisfactory.
"Entirelv so," declared Mr. Milliard
heartily. "Oo ahead and order your
machinery and supplies. Hy the way,
what do you know about the miner
of the region back of Kai-

possibilities
vik?"

••Not much; the country is new.
There is a—woman at Kulvlk who has

We
fisheries!
plants of the
entire coast. Including Alaska. That's
why I've l>eeu so keen about that
Boyd. You never
north country,

"What about the independent canneries?"
Marsh lauphed. "There is no sentiment In business! There are al>out -10
suit us. 1
per cent too many plants to
believe I am capable of attending to
them."
"Mr. Marsh is the general manager,"
Waylaud explained. "With tbe mnrket In our own hands and sutiiclcnt
capital to operate at a loss for a year
or two years. If necessary, I don't
think the lnde|>endent plants will cost
us

much."

Now for the first time Emerson realized tbe Impropriety of bis own present position. He was here in the Wayland home under false pretenses; they
bad bared to him secrets not rightly
bis with which he might arm himself.
Wheu this, too. became known to the
financier he would regard him not only
as a presumptuous enemy, but as a
traitor. Boyd knew the old tyrant too
well to doubt bis course of action;
thenceforth there would be war to the
hilt.

Tbe anuouncement of dinner Interhis dismayed reflections, and he

rupted

walked ont In company with Mr. Wayl.ind. who linked arms with him as If
afford Willis Marsh every advanI
tage. fleeting though It might prove.
"He Is a wonderful fellow," the old
jvntiemun observed sotto voce, indicating Marsh—"one of the keenest business men

"Yes?"

I ever met."

·**β~·

•That Isn't the point. Ordinarily we
would not waver an instant, but the
Wnyland-Marsh outlit is apt to upset
rendit Ions. If we only knew-··•I know." boldly declared B<yrt.
••Mr Wnviand outlined his policy to
me before the public knew anything

itome men out

salmon

Inquire:

ue

to bo taken."

very kind to us."
"Oh. delightful!" exclaimed Mildred.
"First a beautiful Indian girl, now
Why,
a mysterious white woman!
Kalvik is decidedly Interesting."
"There Is nothing mysterious about
the white woman." said Marsh. "She
was

"PA It ΓΝΕΚ8 !

WHAT 1>0 YOU

MBAW?"

keep several n.en Just to follow new
•itrikos."
"Has Miss Malotte made a strike.'
•Not exactly, but she has uncovered

with that of the other white people
at Kalvik."
Marsh allowed his eyes to waver at
this, but to Mildred he ai>ologleed.
"She is not the sort one cares to dis(

•Ή'ηιί
Three

know?" demanded
"Do you kuow
Cherry's champion.
κnything against her character?"
"I know she Is a disturbing element
in Kalvik and has caused us a great
do

you

'Through"

deal of trouble."
It was Boyd's turn to laugh. "Put
surely that has nothing to do with her

character."
"My dear fellow"—Marsh shrugged

hie shoulders apologetically—"if I had
1 reamed 6he was a friend of yours I
"
never would have spoken
The dinner was finished, and Mr.
Wayland bad asked for his favorite
cigars, so Mildred rose, and Boyd accompanied her, leaving the others to
jrnoke. But. strangely enough, Marsh
remained In such a state of preoccupation, even after their departure, that
Mr. Wayland's attempts at conversation elicited only the vaguest and

shortest 01 answers.
In the music room Mildred turned
me
upon Boyd. "Why didn't you tell

before?"

abont this
"I didn't think of her."
"And yet she Is young, beautiful, refined, lives a romantic sort of existShe
and entertaiued you"—
ence
tossed her head, seated herself at the
piano and struck a few idle notes,
inquiring casually, "Kalvik is the
name of the place you are going, isn't
It Γ
woman

promising

copper prospect*.
That Is news to me.
week· passed qiilekly
strenuous effort, and then one morn
ng the partners awoke to the reallza
,,ou that there was little more for

<ome

use."

"How

prospecting."

•Tlierry Mnlotteï"
-Do you know her?" asked Bo>d
with astonishment.
Then, noting
"Verv well Indeed."
Bovd's evident curiosity, he went on.
•
You see, I have made a number of
mining investments In the north My
operations hare turned out so well that

ϋυ per cent of the

guessed It, eh?"
"No, sir." Boyd stammered.
"Well, we control the supply, and
We will
we will regulate tbe market.
allow only what conij>etitlou we desire. It was a beautiful transaction."
Was be dreaming? Boyd wondered.
His mouth was dry, but he managed to

lum

However, you huve backed
many plants such as mine that you
know as well us 1 do the bis proiita

association."
Boyd felt himself growing numb.
"What do you mean by 'parking Industries?·" asked Mildred.
—

irepiuauuu

meut

duetries of the Pacific coast under the
name of tbe North Amerlcau Packers'

"Cauuerles

competitive plant

•
mnn
lug generally. Of course there are exThe trust I» In business for the mou
ceptions. As a matter of fact I wasn't ev, and Its
very formation ought to be
no
had
said
we
I
exactly right when
conclusive evidence of your good JudgMr.

work; the credit is his."
"May I iui|uire the nature of this
merger?" Kmerson ventured.
"Certainly." replied Wayne Waylaud.
"There Is no longer any secret about
it. I have combined the packliiR ln-

own

a

until we know what policy the trust
will pursue."
Here was exactly the complication
Boyd had feared; therefore it was with

ARSH directed a sharp glance
"1
at Boyd before answering.
presume you refer to Con1

financing

about

CHAPTER VIII.

sister

"I don't know."
"You don't know?"
"So: I u»*ver read anything but the
past performances' and the funny
•age. What does It say?"
"It Is the whole story of our enter
>rl*e. hat ridiculously garbled aud ex·

liberated. It says 1 have headed a
the
iew canning company to buck
It tells about George's feud
rust.
frith Marsh and says we have both
>een secretly preparing to down him.

•'ood Lord! It's liable to queer us
.vlth the bank aud upset the deal."
"I didn't give It out."
"It Is all done In your particularly
>lctureeque style," declared Emerson
"Alton swears he knows
ingrlly.
lothlng about it. so you must have
It Is too nearly correct to
lone It
îave come from a stranger."
"Well?" luquired Fraser quietly.
"The harm Is done, but I want to
When the
»now who Is to blame."

Helen bad beeu thinking for a lone
time tbut be.* dear Paris doll should
have more outdoor air. Since Christshe bud lived

mas

a

secluded life in

the upper bureau drawer, coming out
on Sunday afternoons to sit for awhile
in the end of the great coueb, where

she could lean against the pillows and
look at the ojteu fire.
She was much admired by company,
was the time when

and indeed tbut

she was more like other

people—when

she was held by visitors and made to
say the one word tbut she pronounced so well, "Mamma!" Helen always
thrilled with Joy at that word.
The time bad come to allow Adele

Marie Tbereee to "come out."

Sister

>ther made no answer except to stare
it him curiously he flamed up, "Why
lon't you confess?"
For the first time during their acpialntance "Flngerless" Fraser seemed
it a loss for words, but whether for
-liumi· or some other motive his com
i.itil'Hi was unable to tell. Ills nature
••.as so warped that his emotions ex·

iressed themselves In ways not always
tu follow, and now he merely re
marked, with apparent sullenuess:
"I'm certainly a hot favorite with
• on."
Fie clambered stltlly back Into
lied and turned his déliant face to the
wall, nor would he meet his accuser's

Margaret had Just given

I

it all Clyde had leut them
and
•uthuslastk· If feeble
tow that the stralu was off he M»e
> getI ttlug expression to his delight
i„g drunk. Being tem|>erauientnl to
,
degree, he craved company, and.
Inowlug full well the opposition ht
would encounter from his friends, he

assls^nce.

mnexed a bibulous following of loaf
.,s whose time hung heavy und who
were at all times eager to applaud a
tongue so long as it «
iowaiti
oui pa η led by ft loose purse

le

uldnlght "Flngerleas" Fraser, cmdslug
In α nocturnal search for
md pro Ht, found him In a
state, descanting vaporouely to hU
and upon catching mendon of
[tie Kalvlk fisheries -uatched him
homeward and put him to bed, after
which he locked him Into his room,
hrew the key over the transom and
itood guard outside until assured that

'rain,

early hour the adventurer

wremptollly

was

roused to find Emerson

hammering at his door In a fine fury
•What Is this?" demanded Boyd
h rough white Hps. thrusting a mornpaper l»efore l-rasefs sleepy eye*
••It's a uewspa|»er." yawned the otliir-"a

regular newspaper."

"coming

a

out" party, aud now she went about
with mamma and bad splendid times,
it was clearly rigbr to allow this child
more

iug

She must bave

freedom.

out

party,

it seemed

a

a

com-

good plan

take her in her carriage aud wheel
her rouud to the different children and

to

deliver (be invitations.
Helen wrote the notes very carefully.

They read:

You are Imitated to th· comln out
party of Adele Marie There»* next Tu»e·
•lay aftumune. 1 gues about two o'clock.
HELEN.

part

"Where?" demanded the other.
"Well, at Kalvik, for instancy—your
You must know C'hakawana,
home.
tbe girl they call 'the snowbird?'

11 Hex

P. A. Promised Bitter Fight For
Supremacy of Alaak&n Water·!

A.

success.

"I see you have carried out your
of the program." said he, "hut before we definitely commit ourselves we
should like to know what effect this
new trust Is going to have ou the

"I have seou

very attractive squaws, partic-

st » h

S.

him cordially.

to

ularly breeds."

Η

?IRST QUN FIRED IN BATTLE FOR
FISHERIES!

No sooner were they fairly under
way for the west than Emerson began
lie
the definite shaping of his plans.
and George carefully went over the
many details of their coming work
and sent many messages, with the result that outfitters in a dozen lines
were awaiting them when they arrived
in Seattle. Without loss of time Boyd
installed himself and his. friends at a
hotel, secured a competent and close
mouthed stenographer, and then sought
out the banker with whom he had
made a tentative agreement before going to Chicago. Mr. Hllllard greeted

try boy on circus day."
Marsh seconded him with all his
powers of persuasion, but the girl,
greatly to Emerson's surprise, merely
reaffirmed her determination.
"Are there any women In Alaska?"

some

ADELE MARIE'S
COMING OUT.

"Where did this story come from?"
»Vlth menacing linger Bo. d Indicated
ι frout column, headed:
THE SALMON
OF
EN KM Y
SEW
TRUST!

doubly necessary

she replied:
"No. Indeed! The one thing 1 abhor
above land travel is a sea voyage; 1
am a wretched sailor."
"But this trip on a yacht would be
worth while." urged L'er father. "W by,
It will be a regular voyage of discovery. I am as excited over it as a coun-

Boyd gave voice

to

She nodded comprchendlnply.
Ou that very night, in a little snow
floe»*
cabin
smothered
crouching
against the Kalvik bluffs, another girl
was seated at a piano. lier slim, white
fingers had strayed upon the notes of
a song which Boyd Emerson had sung.
In her dream tilled eyes was the picture of a rough garbed, silent man at
her shoulder, an i in her ears was the
sound of his voice. Clear to the last
melting uote she played the air. and
She
then a pitiful sob shiH»k her.
bowed her golden head and bid her

"Clear up to Mr. Marsh's station."

declared.
"Not always!"

much to me that I can't bear

give it up, and yet it may lead

great—unpleasantuess."

some

"How far will you go?"

?"

"She is interested in this enterprise.
The cannery site is hers."
"I see!" After a moment, "Does this
new affair of father's have any par-

my doings be-

Boyd.

are

we

and

"IMease don't discourage me," she
I
"I am really In earnest.
should like to know all about this new
trust of yours.
Perhaps my little universe is growing a bit tiresome to me."
"So far It has been all hard work,"

Wayne Wayland

as

partners."

urged.
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Silver Horde

Witti Benjamin Tucker of Norway, »nu
41·
or w. ao. d^r, -o,k
mo., b, ioatloct, he

in the tiret place, I want to tell you a
little something of tbe land I try to grow
I would like to explain tc
«rase on.
r« r SMITH.
you as far as possible, the nature of the
Attorney at Law,
soil, its location to the frost line, and forms man'·
MAINE.
grandest
other conditions I bave to consider in
SORWIY.
Mr Tucker ■ now eighty year· οι »κ
a Specla'.t;
Collection*
ϊ
connection with my otber farm work.
β
hearty, aod »
I am a strong believer in crop rotation
,nt.re.t«i in
A PAKK.
as far at practicable, but 1 have one sec
„d lo
tion that is what is called brook intervale
Attorneys at Law,
This piece of land grew grass for thirty
The "iter
MAIMS.
tive years before it was plowed or fertil
BETHSL,
0„«d ,b.
ance upon a .Ute meet «
*ll«ry C· far*
is
below
section
ized
in
This
Herrlci
*
any
way.
1!*0C
A !
Tuckt.r
the frost Hue, am) one year with anothei
is not a safe place to plant corn or pota
Κ « KiH'SUS,
We will call this section number
t>>es.
one.
From this land we come to a ridge
Dentist,
of land sloping gradually to tbe south.
NORWAY. ME.
This soil is composed of a gravelly ioam
Bl.tn κ,
the
eotire cb.rKe
« m and
and is natural corn land. We will call
Jit {
* l" 1'ί—1 to 5
ffll
this ridge section number two, or home
farm. In connection with this, my
home farm, I have twenty acres more of
g >od land, well adapted for growing
grass, grain or potatoes, but with this
«,ο
Me.
disadvantage, it is one mile from home
14 Main St., Norway,
aud all up hill, so you can readily see
that it is not profitable to haul barn-yard
dressing up this hill. This last section
is number three.
These three sections comprise tbe tion,
average yield for some
farm 1 have had to contend with fora
ton., hat this
see
to
number of years. I always liked
e abundant yield that can.· to
in
I
a good piece of grans growing;
fact,
Maine it exceeded that amount con·
aoy good crop or well tilled
All Κ·:.·:> υί Pipe Repairing, Leat I like to see
in
nearer
us
seems
to brm?
tield; it
aud a new one wa* »et to
and Iron.
touch with nature than most any other
a few years ago, and t
occupation.
lariie»t
Τ·ΐ·μΙ>οη· 134-11.
However, I think it was some hungry
Holstein cattle ihat stimulated me more
lour hundred barthan anything else to grow gr*ss for
J. WALDO NASH,
hav,in order to feed them through our
ranch
acre, ol core
long cold winters, and have them come
iflriiA amount of edage.
Mr·
I
out in good condition in the spring.
to
Tocher ooald out Inioti bim..U
pl.».
started to increase my liay crop in the
section we called the hill farm, or numTemple Street, rear Masonic Block,
ber three, by tbe use of ashes. ! had no
NORWAY. trouble to grow a good crop of grass for
Telephone Connection.
bay. but tbe ashes were heavy and the
expense of hauling teu miles was great,
so 1 began to investigate and experiment
- abuodaoce and1 a varied
with chemicals, and soon found I could
haul more value with a pair of horses in
NO
one load of chemicals than tive or six of
«ad.
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.
ashes. Consequently, 1 dropped out the
ashes, and for seven years have been
using chemicals.
Now in regard to treating this land for
I have told you this
a crop of grass.
land was adapted for growing grass,
in tbe
grain or potatoes, bi't as I am a breeder
calculaof Uolstem cattle and not a potato growuse
at
to
and
1
grass
graiu
er,
grow
home on the farm. And I would like to
state right here that years ago 1 learned
MAINE.
that in order to live from a farm, one
must produce something to turn into
money, for money we must bave to pay
the bills. The nearer a finished product
we can sell from tbe farm, the greater
FOR
the profit.
.hi. phase ol hi.
I break up a section of this land in
There la
stones.
loose
tbe
all
the fall, removing
this i« separated at theι far , th. cream
In the spring 1 thoroughly pulverize it,
^
seut to tbe creamery
of
hundred
tive
about
pounds
using
graine he
,ed to
to the acre, and sow it to oats.
chemicals
it (uicVI, Ibiorfitd.
After the oats are off in the fall, I plow
I'M Belief it Once.
Buffalo gluten
In tbe spring I pulverize the
Again.
ll dMBscx.
tue·,
like a garden spot, this
is
it
until
md
piece
Vuls
of tbe »»cl.l
protvrta
b,
time using from eight to ten hundred
I.»
lUfta.
temer iocreaied the milk
drive*
*"■
pounds of chemicals to the acre, sowing tihu
.„· trvm Catarrh and
a great
«
the Head quickly. Kestores oats and grass seed. As I am
attempt will
Full sizt believer in clover, 1 sow qnite a percent
f Taste aud SiueUL
the coat olItbe «rain
to
failed
never
bave
and
► ·'·>.
D u^gUts or by mail. Liquid of clover seed,
ration by increasing the amoun
,y
Cr*. : Iw.
f..r use ia atouiiz·-» 73 et λ.
get a good stand of clover. By using
to
chemicals
of
York.
hundred
New
;
three
r
Γ,
Strwt,
Warren
-,
pounds
Tribune
the acre, tbe second spring, I get as
Far mer.
much hay the second year as the first.
Now in regard to my home farm, secWeeds and Intensive Culture.
*i.,n niimhor two.
is where I raise m ν
A. C. B. auks "Flow can horseradish
a
rotation;
corn am] practice
four-year
be exterminated?" Why not try inThe manner in
coro, oats and grass.
tensive culture? Do you know what "inwhich thi* land it* treated is thin: The
tensive oulture" means with me?
lirst year, for corn, I break up a section
As early ax 1 can get into my peacb
in the fail, turn ng under a fair amount
orchard of fifteen hundred trees I start
of baru-yard dressing. Ια tbe spring I
the cutaway harrow to cut up the dead
go over this section with another light cow
pea vines of the previous year, then
coat of dressing, and thoroughly pulfollow with cultivator weekly (weather
verize this land until I am ready to plant
permitting) until June, when a large
c«rn, using a small amount of fertilizer,
vine-making variety of cow pea is sown
drilled in at time of planting. I want
FITTED BY
to act as fertilizer, cushion for falling
to impress on your minds that this field
frnir, and cover crop for the winter, as
Aftec
cultivation.
bas
of
corn
thorough
S. RICHARDS.
well as a catch-all for the falling leaves.
tbe eorc is taken ofi in the fall, I plow
The foliage on my tree· remains a rich
MAINE
lOUTH PARIS.
this land aud let it iie until spring, then
dark green uatll frost pulls them off.
it is pulverized and sowed to oats and
My potatoes are tilled with the harand about five hundred
grass seed,
row before tbey come up, so also is my
pounds of chemicals used to the acre. com, after which the cultivator is kept
From land treated in this way, I do not
each way.
Hr«t 4 1··· l'are
running through the rows weekly until
have any trouble to get two crops of
too large for continued culture, when
BA1
aod
LEY
Steam*
DING
hunwith
three
and
μ·*GOV.
hay the first year,
crimson clover or rye is sown in corn,
STATE r>ave Franklin Wharf, Port dred
pounds of chemicals used as a top- to be plowed down the following spring.
and. week days at 7 P. κ.
two
I
second
the
get
spring,
dressing,
My three acres of quince trees, curcrops the second year.
Ptotxirxilxic
rants, gooseberries, etc., are tilled weekThe section called nnmber one, or tbe
until picking time; after that oats
Leare (entrai Wharf, Bostou, weel 1 intervale, is kept in grass practioally all ly
and cowhorn turnips are sown as a
the time by top-dressing with barn yard
day» at 7 P. M.
to be worked into tbe soil
If any part of cover crop,
Thn.Kii^b tickets on sale at principe I manure or chemicals.
the following spring. For a number of
killed
or
foul
grass
this scction is winter
abroad station».
tbe oultivator has run through
works in, I plow it tip thoroughly, pul- years
J. ?. LISCOMB, General Atfent,
the
etc., from twenty-eight to
currants,
chemiverize and seed in the fall, using
times each season. My one
Portland, Me.
thirty-two
of
nitrate
amount
cals with only a small
hundred apple trees are treated the same
of soda. At this timu I use only red-top
For seventeen
as my peach orchard.
to
and
for
get
seed,
plan
and timothy
I bave not knowingly let a weed go
the work done by the last week in Au- years
to seed on my tilled land, and with the
Usually I sow some clover seed
exception of ox-eye daisie», have exIwrjbndv ti» save th«-ir RAGS, HUB gust.
the following spring, about the time the
terminated them from my hay fields.
Mai
BittS A NI» METALS for me.
I have had to learn that
snow goes off.
Of course this means watch and work,
r
wee
Orders j -.ruj.>tly attended to. 1 also bu; the grass plant is a very small,
but it pays. If I were to state tbe value
plant, aud must have a perfect seed bed of the surplus products that I have yearNOKMAN N. KLAIN,
Poultry.
that
learned
also
have
I
to do it· best.
Box 817, Norway, Maine.
Sdjr.
ly sold from my little farm, I fear I
a thick even stand, with the chemicals
would be relegated to the Ananias Club;
init
tbe
start,
to give
practically
quick
but my books show.
sures tbe crop against drouth.
E. W. ( HilillLER,
Sow back to exterminating horseIn connection with ray κτλ»» crop, I radish: Plant
early potatoes, get them
plan to sow ten or twelve acres of oata, off by mid-July, put in rata bagas in
winter
land
kills,
then if any of my grass
drill· three feet apart, get them out
or through
aoy other cause I have a when time and seed to
rye; next spring
oats
and
these
cut
I
of
bay,
■"
shortage
furnWh l>< m>R.s an<l WINDOWS of an
down rye and plant to corn, ana
I let plow
other
w or Stvie m reasonable
them
into
make
years
bay;
price·.
again seed to rye, and tbe following
them ripen for grain.
year you will have to hunt for horseIn conclusion, I would add that in
radish, Canada thistle, twitch grass,
order to grow a good crop of grass, or,
sassafras, etc. But don't fail to cultiin fact, to grow a good crop of any kind,
ir'n w&ni οf any tln.l of rinlih tor Inside ο
and don't go joy ridthe vate intensively,
!'"Ui e work, send In your or 1er·. Pine Lun I bave learned this lesson: Doin the ing when the cultivator need· you.
WMd Shinnies on haul Cbeap for Cash.
right thing at the right time, and
Of course my system could not be
right place; and do it thoroughly.
carried oat in northwestern Canada, but
and Job Work
in a radius of fifty miles of New York it
Miles Blanchard of Madison sold to can be made a success.—T. Leonard
Materai fine Sheathing for Sale.
frank Thompsou of Skowhegan thirteen Meinikheim, Staten Islaad, Ν. Y., in
lambe that averaged to weigh over one Country Gentleman.
E. W.
hundred pounds alive. The carcasses
*"* Sumner,
Maint L dressed
....
weighed over fifty pouuds, and
The Swill Barrel.
were far and away the best that have
It is a delusion that feed for hogs
The
come into Showhegan this year.
must be soured and that if a little "sourI limbs were but seven months old, and
ness'1 is good, more is better, says Rural
Mr. Blanchard attributes this remark- World.
Slight acidity in their feed i«
able growth to a patch of rape, some
not injurious, but when the bacterial
thing from the cabbage family that he
development is carried to the po.nt of
planted for the first time this year. decomposition and foul odors, tbe maw
broadcast
sowed
the
rape
Mr. Blanchard
becomes positively and strongly deletbe last week in June, and the Iambi
The contente of swill barrels
when they were terious.
were turned into it
that are not cleaned every day, develop
THE FACE.
taken from their mothers the first ol
this dangerous stage in the hot day· of
At that time they weighed
No
The barrel for
summer and early fall.
the Place • September.
and
the
sub
apiece,
sixty-five pounds
soaking grains and as a convenience in
Torl«: Wn*e· are the beet.
wero made wholly Worn
gains
sequent
meals for feeding has its
Leste nil other* at rest ;
is ao well pleasec preparing
„_„D
rape. Mr. Blanchard
OPTomktkIST ΡΛΗΜβΝΓΚΚ
will ,«
place, but when it becomes a but bed ol
thcui right.
with these results that he plans to havt
decomposing germs, as it does upon
tome to htm «lay or
more of both lambs and rape anotbei
night.
most farms, it is a detriment instead of
He W »ur<you to null
Tbe largest lamb weighed one a benefit. We
With (he
year.
protest against the slop
eyeglass that'· a bute.
alive.
^*·« fcsre, do it now.
hundred and eight pounds
barrel on farms where a large amount ol
SOKWAV, Ml
milk is fed, and the practice prevails of
In the olden times the farm was
dumping it into a barrel and allowing it
-a*, o.
Th<
winter.
general loafing place in tbe smith
I to sour for twelve hours or more before
shop > feeding, and leaving enough in from
farmer loafed at the store or
15 years expert Watch tbe cows loafed in the stable, as th< time
to time to rapidly start the fermaker with Bigelov ι» milk pails proved; the horses loafed aoc mentation.
anc
their
in
stalls,
fat
and
Kennard 4Co., Bostor ι. grew soft
It is interesting to note that Alaska
the very bens loafed on the rooat wait
to la] bas a orop report. We do nut ordinarily
ing for spring before beginning
awakening bai [ think of Alaska as growing crops, but
All Work
eggs. A wonderful
come! Tbe modern farmer is on the jol tbe government has discovered that
liw Guaranteed.
tbe cows an I even that northern country has agrievery day of the winter;
ol cultural
possibilities.
doing their best to provide plenty
A lifle out of the wa y
fifty-cent butter, and the cbeerfnl cackli
Cultivate tbe friendship of every farm
but it pajtt to walk.
of the bens on tbeae bright Decern bei
in animal, from tbe dog to the horse. The
daya attests the fact that they are
clock I spired by the twentieth century de man who has not friends of this kind is
*io
termination to make good at forty-flfi 1 aot apt to have many elsewhere.—Farm
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THIS?" DEMANDED liUÏU.

open bis lips, even when Boyd
i-yes
flun^ out of the room, convinced that
he was the culprit.
Λ telephone message summoned him
to the bank at II o'clock the following
or

tnoruiug.
"That means trouble," he told George.
"Maybe not," the big tlsherman re(lied. "If illlliard took any stock In
the story It seems like he'd have Jump-

•d you the next day."
You
"Our machinery Is ordered.
realize what it will mean If he backs
water now?"
We'll have to go to some
"Sure!
■>tiu>r Daun.

"Humph! I'll wring Fraser's neck,"
muttered Kmerson. "We have trouble
enough without any new ones."
It was with uo little anxiety that
he asked for the banker at the appointed hour and was shown Into an

anteroom with the announcement:
He wlshee
"Mr. HUllurd In busy.
(rou to wait."
Inside the glass partition Boyd heard
ι woman's voice and Milliard's laugh
He took some comfort In the
ter.
thought that the banker was In good

humor lit least: but. Iteiug too nervous
sit still, he stood at the window,
gazing with vacant eyes at the busy
street crowds.
Facing him across the
way was a bulletin in front of a newtpaper office, and after a time he noted
Idly among Us various Items of In
formation the announcement that the
mall steamer Queen had arrived at
midnight from Skagway. He wonderto

ed why Cherry had uot written. Surely
she must be anxious to know his progHe should have advised her of
ress
Ills whereabouts.
The door to Hllliard'e office opened,
and he heard the rustle of a woman'»
dress, then his own name spoken
"Come In. Mr. Kmerson."
His attention centered on the ap
proachliiK Interview, he did not glance
toward the departing visitor until aln»
stopped suddenly at the outer door
and came straight toward him with

outstretched hands.

"Boyd!"

He checked himself and turned to
Cherry Mulotte.
"Why. Cherry." he ejaculated, "what
In the world"— Πβ took her two hands
In his. and she laughed up into his
face. "In the name of heaven, where
face

did you come from7'
"I arrived last night on the Queen."
she said. "Oh. I'm glad to see you!"
"But what Icings you to the States?
I thought you were In Kal""Sh b!" She laid a finger on her Hps.
with a glauce orer her shoulder to the
"I'll tell you about It latInner office
"Mr Hllllnrd will see you now. sir,"
the attendant announced to Kmerson.
"I must talk to you right away!"
"I won't
Boyd exclaimed hurriedly
Can you wait?"
l»e Ιοηκ
"Certainly: I'll wait right here, only

hurry, hurry!"
The pleasure of seeing her was so
genuine that he squeezed her hands
heartily and entered Hllliard'e sanctum with a smile on his lips.

Soon he returned. The smile was
from his face. Hllllard had now
refused to make the loan of $100.000
required for the enterprise. He told
"We must have the money
Cherry
<»r we are ruined." said the girl.
"Yes." answered Boyd wearily. He
made an engagement to meet Cherry
later and went to visit three other
tone

hanker*, hut they all turned bis proposition down.

[TO

BK OOHTtN UBO. ]

Modernity.

"Some are so intensely modern that
prefer a Corot to a Rembrandt."
'If It's a better hill climber I don't
Me for the French car
Idaiue 'em.
«•very time."—London Punch.
Hi· Bigg·* Mistake.
"What was the biggest mistake you
ev'r made?" ,/
Thinking.·! was too foxy to make a
{ ml Hake."—Cleveland Leader.

\

She put these invitutlons In little envelopes aud placed them in the front
of the carriage and then set Adele iip
in lier most lofty attitude uud with her
I'aris hat tilted sweetly over lier «oldUucle Ned came running
en curl.».
down the steps Just as she was setting
forth and suggested that Adele carry

lier blue sunshade. She left tbe carat the door aud told Fido. her
dear little dog. to let uo one come uear.
Fido knew exactly what she said.
He knew what it meant to be told to
watch and to bide as well. Ile often
lild things away from other dogs.
Tbat very morning be hud burled u
An
nice Noue tinder the back porch.
Idea, a reuular^dog idea, came to hl>»
mind. Tliat was what lleleu, his dear
mistress. must have men ut! Ile seized
Adele Marie Therese Lu his teeth aud
rau round tiie corner of the house and
iu under the piazza. It took but a few
moments to dig a nice deep hole, for
the earth was soft. Into the pit was
thrust the beautiful creature and the
earth quickly pawed over the hole.
When Helen came back with the
sunshade she was aghast to find Adele
No
She looked wildly about.
gone.
>ue was iu sight. Uncle Nod had gone,
The
»o it was uot oue of his Jokes.
cardeuer said no one had come into the

riage

yard.

All the family came out aud acted
searching party, but Helen could
uot Join them. She sat down on the
piazza and waited in a sort of dumb
despair. Suspicion rested for a time
• •u
Kldo, but as he stood croaa que·
!ioning so frankly and showed in every
•.vay that he felt no shame this scent
as a

Rut the gardener had
was given up.
misgivings aud thought Fhlo knew
more than he was telllug.
Days of mourniug followed. Instead

of the party a memorial service was
held, and Adele Marie Thereae was
poken of in the past tense.
Now coiues the wonderful part of
One day Uncle Ned was
the story.
working about the piazza vine* when
lie noticed something unusual. It waa
fresh mound of earth. He uncovered
his. and there, to his Joy. waa revealid the skirt that he knew so well.
Tenderly he dug from her hiding the
luckless Adele Marie Thereae. So used
ι

she to seclusion aud to darkneas
bat she had not suffered one whit
from her Interment, but looked at him
with calm, well mannered gaze. Her
garments were somewhat soiled, but
otherwise she was lutact.
Helen came across the lawn at tbat
very moment, and Uncle Ned held up
the treasured one. and, with a glad
try. mother and child were reunited.
Uncle Ned said afterward that he turned his face away, for he knew he was
in the presence of a great Joy.
"It
"Oh. Uncle Ned!" said Helen.
iloes seem almost too good to be true!"
"I knew, my dear." he said. "Life
Is full of queer things. It is pot Just
what you planned, but Adele Marie
Therese has had a really wonderful
'coming out.' "—Youth's Companion.
was
ι

A Strang· Lik«n«ss.
extraordinary resemblance has
recently been discovered at the I/ondou
An

Natural

History

Mus uni

belveeit

a

of the huge African elephant
and the pygmy shrew mouse. Sir K.
iiay Lankester suggested comparison
of the two. and the result has been tli.it
practically every bone, muscle blooj

specimen

vessel and nerve nf tile s.iaiit beast has
!>een found Identically reproduced In
the little animal, whkh !s scarcely
Iu the museum
wo inches in length.
a
stuffed mouse has be eu placed Ihttween the fore feet of Its enormous
mounted prototype for the purpose of

showing the curious likeness.

Early Intimations.
Fond Mother—I'm sure Horace will
be a great astronomer when he grows
np! This Is the third time this week
l e has cried for the moon!—Bystander.
Set not

hot much

Pl·.

thyself

to

attain much rest

patience.—Thotnas

«
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atwood

Editor· and

Paris Hill.

Forbes, I

Proprietor·.

GKOBOB M. ATWOOD.

Α. Ε. FOBBU.

G. W. F. Hill, pastor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10:49 a. ■.
Sunday School at 12. 9abbath evening service
at 7 36.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
7 30.
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
All
the .1st Sunitay of the month at i 30 p.m.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.
First

Baptist Church, Bar.

A New York newspaper contains the

Tkbbb
#1.» » year If paid strictly In advance.
Hherwlse IJ.OO a y cat. Single copie· 4 cent».

following notice of the death and funeral
Advkbtisbmkxt·
AU legal advertisements of the late Lewis M. Brown; also another
•re given three consectlve Tnaertlone for 11.50 nctice
requesting members of Holland
per Inch In length of column. Special contracts
No. 8, F. Λ A. M., of which lodge
made with local, transient and yearly advertis- Lodge,
Mr. Brown was a past master, to attend
er».
■

—

the funeral:

Job PBnmse —New type, fast preeeee, electric
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make thU department of our bullae·· complete aud popular.

BROWN—Lewie Manning, husband of Mellie
Sparrow Brown and son of the late Lewis
Blanchard and Emma Manning Brown, In his
73d year, on boar I steamship Balantla, British
West Indies, December 8. Funeral services at
10 a. m., Thunwlay, December iri, from the
residence of Uls son-ln law, Bartholomew
Interment
Jacob, No. If, West 9»h Street.

SMWLE COPIES.

Single Copiée of the l»emocr*t are four cents
each. They will be malle·! on receipt of price by
•he publishers or for the convenience of patrons
jingle copies of each issue have been placed on
tale at the following places In the County
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
South Paris,
N'oyee' Drug Store.
Norway,

private.

George M. Atwood and family spent
Christmas with relatives at Dixfield.
The public Christmas tree at the
chuich Saturday evening brought
Baptist
Stone'» Dru# Store.
out rather a thin attendance owing to
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
RuckOeld.
the weather and traveling.
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Offlce.
l'arls U1H,
Samuel T. White.
West Parte.
The Christmas party at Elmburst was
a very happy and successful affair. Santa
Claus was present in person and four
Coming Event*.
generations sat down to the Christmas
Marble being the
Jan 3 5.—Western Maine Poultry Association, dinner, Mrs. Jarvis C.
New Hall, South Pari·.
seaior member of the party and Miss
Frances Elizabeth Thayer, the little
NEW ADVEKT1SKMKNTS.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis M.
Thayer, the youngest.
CUa». H Howard Co.
I)r. and Mrs. A. S. Thayer of Portland
Coal* a d Suit* Marked Down.
and J. Murray Quinby of Boston returnMen's Union Suits.
Mrs. Quinby and
Ladles' Boot· for t'J.Ou.
ed home Monday.
Who Is to be Tour Clothier?
children remain here for a few days.
Discount Sale.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bennett returned
j0 per cent Discount Sale.
Strlctlv Hand Stltche<l Team Harness.
Monday from a week's visit to their sons,
Good News.
Guy and Stanley Bennett, who are locatHe»t for Women
Mrs. Guy Bennett is
ed at Montreal.
Kye Symptoms.
Probate Notices.
very sick with pneumonia at this time.
4 Notices of Appelntment.
Dan Window went to Buffalo, Ν. Y.,
Sled· Wanted
for Christmas.
Protect Tour Horses
Perfection In Healing.
W. E. Perkins of Everrett, Mass., was
yulck Sales and Small ProUts.
in town last week.
Annual Meeting.
PARTRIDGE

Mere and There.

DISTRICT.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bennett have
gone to Montreal to spend Christmas
A peculiar situation would seem to be with their son Guy.
Mr. and Mrs. Α. M. Kyerson have gone
about to develop io what is known as
Bayville in the town of Bootbbay Har- to Augusta to attend State Grange.
will
bor. The residents of that place
Henry Camming» has bought the
apply to the legislature for a charter for l'artridge place of Parley Ripley, and
a village corporation.
According to the has moved there.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert DeCoster have
Bootbbay Register's statement of the
matter, "AU the residents in Bayville ex- moved to Sumner on to the Mell Thomas
cept one (a lady) live out of the state, place.
and do not have the voters' rights here,''
buckfleld.
hence they have no voice in the affairs
The Misses Shaw are at homo for the
of the town, and want a village corpora-

|

tion to enable them to do certain things holidays.
Mrs. Elizabeth Pettengill of Rumford
which the town cannot or does not do.
Thus it appears that if a village corpora- was in town Monday.
The local chapter, O. E. S., held an
tion is formed, there will be only one I
persou who is a legal resident, and that antiquarian supper and social for memWho will con- bers and invited guests at the Masonic
a woman without a vote.
which was a
Hall Monday evening,
stitute the village corporation?
delightful and successful affair. The

j

According to Champ Clark, the Democratic
tariff plan In the House Is to revise the tariff
schedule by schedule, with attention ptld oolv
to th*j objectionable schedules. As nearly all
Uie schedule* are objectionable the restriction Is
more apparent than real.—Argus.

Why "nearly" all the schedule*?
There isn't a doubt that every schedule
of the present tariff, or any other tariff
that could be devised, is objectionable—
to somebody.

Ad English journalist bas recently
made a Hying trip to America, spending
thirty-six hours in this country, ab"Ut
wbich he will now write with the knowledge born of experience. He must be
trying to emulate Poultney Bigelow in
hia noted thirty six hours in Panama.
It is to be hoped that the amount of
misinformation he succeeds in acquiring
will not be so bad as the chunk that
Poultney handed out on his return.

old-fashioned gowns

were

becoming and

nent.

Tuesday evening.

Helen and Pauline Smith are spendconcerned the ing the winter with their uncle and
Portland people got
other day about a very cleverly executed aunt, Mr. and Mrs. L M. Millett.
Mr. Koland Millett has gone to Massacounterfeit Canadiau quarter which was
in circulation, but the concern disap chusetts for the winter.
peared when they found that it was
Locke's Mills.

genuine.

MIDDLE INTERVALE.

We have just received a lovely ChristYear's card from Mrs.
mas and New
Jennie Brown Dunham,
formerly of
West Paris, and a pupil in school with
Now she
the writer some years ago.
mays she has a kind husband and happy
home, "and we both join in sending you
our best of good wishes."
How sweet to
is
be remembered, and "A kindness
never lost."
We hear of another funeral in town.
How fast old, middle-aged and young
are being borne to tbe Spirit Land.
Herman Mason called the 22d inst.,
with a nice Christmas present for our
words
Blauche. Surely
these
little
come true, "My kindness shall not depart from thee."
Several packages from Mrs. M. J. Kerwin, once a member of tbe Maple aud
Pine Farm household, came recently to
the writer and little girl, and on looking
tbe things over we find all of her family,
consisting of herself, husband and little
Vera, sent presents to us and it brought
tears to the writer's eyes, while the little girl jumped for joy to see tbe things
she to much wanted, and hardly expected Old Santa would be so good to her.
The late enow makes traveling better,
so Officer Packard is hauling his wood
from the Maple and Pine Farm to his
home at Hetbel Hill.
Ed Barker of Bethel Hill was here recently on business.
Mr. Mills, our Scotch friend, who hax
been sawing wood here a few days, said
be bad a call to preach and started out
to see what he could do—said God
would tînd a place for him. He has a
sister and mother in Dundee, Scotland,
and is a highly educated Christian man,
but his sister says "not quite right in
his head or mind since his father died

beantiful. Supper was served at seven
o'clock and the evening was epent in
•james of various sorts interspersed with
music.
Tom Record got mixed up with the
tiν wheel of the gasoline engine at R. H.
Morrill's mill Monday and was considerably damaged. LI is face was cut and
bruised and his arm and shoulder strained.
High school closed Friday for a short
vacation. The senior class gave a dance
Friday evening with music by Gifford's some years ago."
orchestra of Lewiston. An oyster supThe Kimballs, Carters, and Mr. Trask
per was served at intermission by Chef are
logging or getting ready to.
Crockett.
A. M. Carter is in Gilead doing busiRev. Mr. Clark, a representative of the
ness in that line.
Little Wanderers' Home in Boston, oc
A Happy Chrismas and New Year to
cupied the Baptist pulpit Sunday morn- the editor and all readers of this paper.
work
of
the
told
and
ing,
entertainingly
of that institution.
West Bethel.
F. R. Dyer, Esq., went to Augusta
"This 1» «la·! Christmas Day;
Wednesday on a business trip.
Rev. F. M. Lamb and wife attended Whether on land or eea, at home or lonely straying.
the session of the State G range at Au- Xo eoul
but for îom? love·! one now I* praying—
A merry Chrhtmas Day.
gusta Tuesday ami Wednesday.
after
Some roads were badly drifted
"This Is g Li· I Christmas Day,
and
blow.
storm
Wednesday's
When gav returns from merry Christmas greetand
Tuttle
ing·»
Chester
Bridgham Nulty
Are heard from young ami old, and happy meet
ire at home for the Christmas holidays.
lugs
The Christmas concert and tree at the
Take place on Christmas Day."
Baptist church was a very successful afChristmas greetings.
fair. The children were as interesting
Drifting snows havo come.
as they always are and the music was
G D. Morrill has begun shipping milk
good. The tree was loaded with gifts to Portland.
for little and big people and all had a
Mr. and Mrs. Hazen B. Lowell are
pleasaut time.
being
congratulated on the birth of a
her
with
Miss Nan Withington is
daughter on Sunday last.
holifor
the
brother, J. C. Withington,
Masters Harlan and Robert Dennison

The Waterville Sentinel sensibly advises against the counties carrying the
case of the Sturgis deputies' bills to the
It
L> I'nited States Supreme Court.
H doesn't seem to have occurred to the
H county authorities to consider whether
H there is any possible way by which the
R case could be brought within the jurisI diction of the United States court—at
ι
least, if they have thought of it they
Doubtless the
have shown no sign.
■
truth is that the whole talk is a blu ff to
I delay action until after the legislature is
in session, when the counties hope to be
relieved of paying these bills. But the
amount of these bills will be a pretty
large claim to put up to a legislature days.
which must reduce state expenditures if
East Waterford.
I it is to make good.
L E. Mclntire bought eight thoroughbred Holstein cows and heifers in MonPlans are now said to be complete for mouth recently.
from
G L Stevens has moved his family to
the longest tunnel in the world,
New York to Chicago. At first thought Turner, where he has lumbering operait may not seem that there 19 any neces- tions.
A town meeting was held Saturday to
sity for a tunnel through the country
between those cities, but it should be <ββ if the town would vote to request
explained that the tunnel is only one legislation to keep au toe from following
large enough to carry telephone and the road ou the east side of Bear Pond.
telegraph wires and a pneumatic tube The vote was carried by a large majority.
This would oblige autos to follow the
for transmission of express packages.
road west of the pond through Mutiny.
Mrs. Martha Pride lias been poorly for
Id these days when the tendency is to
some weeks.
Elsie Sanderson is with
reduce the length of the working day, it
har for a time.
is almost surprising to learn of an iu
Lizzie Hall is attending State Grange
stance where an increase is to be made.
at Augusta.
That is, it woald be surprising if the
Oxford.
people affected, about 25,000 of them,
were not government employee in WashA book of poems entitled "Immorsix
from
increase
and
the
only
ington,
telles" written by Mrs. Cora A. M.
and a half to seven hours a day. They Davis has been
presented to the Freewill not receive any profound condolence land Holmes
Library by Mr. Francis
in their misfortnne.
Davis of Corina, California.
A drama entitled, "Farm Folks," folnew
a
lowed by a dance was given by the
President Taft has established
precedent in commuting to imprison- Pythian Sisters, Dec. 1(3 Although it
ment for life the senteuce of a murderer was a disagreeable night it is reported
at Honolulu, by taking the view that that there was a large attendance.
Mrs. Silvia Jane Haskell, a former
intoxication may be urged io extenuation of the degree of the crime. It has resident of this town, died at the home
been an accepted principle in law that in- ot' her son, Clarence Haskell, at West
toxication could not be pleaded in ex- Poland Dec.
K*v. Mr. Graham preached at the
tenuation—though in private conversation we do it almost every day, when we Congregational church Sunday.
himhe's
wnen
Wilbur, the son of W. E. Gammon, is
aav, "Ob, he's all right
ill with scarlet fever.
The Congregational Ladies' Aid met
on Wednesday with Mrs. James Cooke.
In addition to the other pests with
Ladies of the M. E. Sewing Circle met
wbich the country is infested, it is said
on Wednesday with Mrs. Howard Farthat the seventeen-year locusts are due
rington.
to make another appearance next year.
Sale of fancy articles, food, candy,
Fortunately for New England, they do
etc., was given by the ladies of the
not flourish in this corner of the contiCongregational Aid at the chapel on

^
El

BetM.

Mr. John Hapgood, one of Bethel's
prosperous fermera, pasaed ewey last
Sunday afternoon. Mr. Hapgood had
been ill but a few day· but pneumonia
developed rapidly. Funeral services
were held at his late home Thursday
afternoon attended by Rev. W. C. Curtis.
Christmas shopping has been the chief
business the past week.
Mrs. Bertram Packard la spending the
Christmas vacation with her mother,
Mrs. Davi· Lovejoy. Mr. Packard will
spend Christmas in Bethel, and Mr. and
Mrs. Packard will return to their home
iu Camden in season for the reopening
of the schools.
Mrs. W. 0. Straw left Bethel for California Friday, where she intends to remain for three months.
Rev. W. C. Curtis was called to Brownville this week to attend the funeral of
l)ea. Smith, a former parishioner and
intimate friend.
All the societies are to have a Christmas tree and supper Saturday evening.
Sunday evening the children of the M.
E. Sunday School will bave a concert at
the Μ Ε. church.
Mr. Chester Cushman, who has been
in the Citizen office for several years,
has moved with his family to Montville,
Me. Their many friends exteDd the
best wishes for their success.
Claude Goddard from Bowdoin Medical School is spending the vacation with
bis parente, Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Goddard.
«
Mrs. J. V. Holt and little son Reginald
of Andover, Mass., have been spending
the week with Mrs. Holt's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. U. Purington. Mr. Holt
and Harry Purington came Saturday to
spend the Christmas recess of the banks.
The academy had a recess from Friday
until Tuesday. Miss Pratt, preceptress,
went to her home in Reading, Mass., and
many of the students went home.

West Pari·.
Mr. and Mrs. Lather M. Irish and
daughter Elizabeth spent Christmas
with relatives at Buckfleld.
Mrs. L. M. Mann was in Portland
Wednesday and Thursday.
Miss Alice Penley returned Thursday
from Lynn, Mass. Mies Penley has been
with relatives in Lynn (or several months
returning on account of the illness of
her mother, Mrs. E. W. Penley.
The Happy-Go-Lucky Club took a
sleigh ride to Greenwood Thursday
evening and attended the masquerade

Peddler John T. Lewie of Albany
in this village Wednesday.

was

years old and unmarried.

Work on the addition of the Cushnoc

Paper Co.'a mill in Augusta is progressing daily. There are at present 70 men
employed there, and the excavation for

at the home of George Jackson on High
Street, aged about 01 years. Mr. Hammond bad been in very poor health for
more than a year, but several weeks ago
feeling that he could do light work he
and Mrs. Hammond went to assist Mr.
Jackson during tbe winter. About a
week ago be was taken much worse,
growing rapidly worse until his death
Friday night, which was not unexpected,
although he passed away while be was
evidently sleeping. He is survived by a
widow and four children: Bertha, wife
of J. H. Cole; Agnes, wife of John
Brock; Alphonso and Morton of Boston.
The funeral was held Monday afternoon
from tho M. E. cbapel, Rev. D. R. Ford

Early morning milk men found the
body of Charles A. Arnold lying at the
foot of the stairs leading to bis boarding
place at Rockland Si. day. Arnold is
supposed to have been killed by falling

Eugene Hammond died Friday night

officiating.

Bryant's

the head gates which control the water
for the new grinding mill is nearly finished and the excavation for the main
building is well along.

Pond.

Robert Crockett has finished his work
as night operator at Bethel.
Franklin Orange electod its officers for
the ensuing year Dec. 17. They will be
installed Jan. 7. Tho officers elected
were as foliows:
Master—(i. W. y. Perham.
().—W. s. Davie.
L.—Cora Perham.

S.—George Tubbs.
A. 8.—Lester Morgan.

Treae.—U. L. Cnshman.
Sec.—John Howe.
(à. Κ —Owen Davie.
Ceres—Bashla Acklcv.
Pomona—Nellie Tubbs.
Flora—Mary Hartlett
L. A. 8.—Georgia Bisbee.

Jefferson Chapter, No. 89, was visited
Saturday evening by tbe inspector, Mrs.
Fannie Billings of Betbel.
Tbe icemen are busy this week. A

near

and the shock to Mrs. Cole came
fatal.

being

condition and
equal
well,
equal value. Neither, when feeling
baa the advantage of the other aa a companion for man, but circumatancea may
the one a greater value, real or

give

SALT

cester.

into a tub of boiling hot water
which was being used while butchering
Luammi, the
a pig at ΠοΙΙΙβ Monday,
four-year-old son of William Wbitton,
was submerged and so badly scalded that
he died after terrible suffering. The
little fellow was playing in the yard and
while the atteution of the workers was
called elsewhere he backed against the
tub and lost his balance.

Falling

The first step in the construction of
the proposed new automobile road to
Bar Harbor from Trenton, seems to have
been taken, and petitions are being circulated to be presented to the incoming
Legislature for the modification, repeal,
or amendment of the present laws so as
to give the proposed road the right to
cross the public roads of the town at

New Hampshire
engage in the organization of corporations under the
Maine law, is the clerk of that number of
to

Monumental Work of Art Designed by
Benvenuto Cellini.
At tlit- same time that the cardinal
to
pave mi- some other commissions
execute he employed me to make a
model of a sajteellar, but desired It
chould be in a different taste from the

» · ·
I designed
uval almost two-third of a cubit in size,
imd uikhi this oval as the sea appears
to embrace the earth I made two figures about a hand high in a sitting i>osture, with tbe legs of one within those
of the other, ns some long branches of
the sea are seen to enter the land. And

common ones.

In the hand of the male figure, representing the ocean, I put a ship, deslgnpd with great care, In which was deposited a great quantity of salt. Γη;ler this I represented four sea horses,
and iu the right hand of the ocean I
put his trident. The earth I represented by the female figure, the most elean
gant and beautiful I could form
idea of. leaning with one hand against
This
ι grand and magnificent temple.
Jn the other
was to hold the pepper.
hand I put a cornucopia adorned with
•ill the embellishments I could think of.

West Sumner.
corporations.
To complete tills idea In that part
The Ladies' Aid of the Universalis!
The old story of a line of railroad run- which appeared to be earth 1 representtbe
dinner
in
church will serve a
vestry ning from Princeton through to Maltapd all the most beautiful animals
Jan. 11th. Prices as usual.
wamkeag has been revived of late, says which so small a space was capable of
Mrs. Effie Robinson, who went to the the
anthe
Bangor Commercial, by
In the remainder of the
Hebron Sanatorium recently for treat- nouncement from Topsfield that lands containing.
noble
ment, has been advised by her physiciac have been purchased there which it is oval I placed several grand and
to lie in bed that she may gain strengtb declared
ornaments.—From Benvenuto Cellini's
some of the former owner»
faster.

Her friends here are to send hei

surprise for Christmas to let her know
they have not forgotten her. They will

a

is

a

by
right of

way

for a railr.tad.

One

Christmas.

day somewhat cool, but

so

that

com

expected.

It is understood that the attention of
the Legislature will be called to the necessity of making some arrangements to
prevent a conflict in the dates of holding
the four large fairs of the state, the
Maine State fair at Lewieton, the Central
Maine fair at Waterville, the Eastern
Maine fair at Bangor, and the Northern
Maine fair at Presquo Isle. The movement for a remedy to present conditions
may be expected to receive the active cooperation of the Aroostook delegation,
especially as Senator Irving was for
several years president of the Northern
Maine fair, which is the greatest sufferer in this conflict of dates.

Says the Boothbay Register: "The
residents of Bayville will apply to the
next Legislature for a charter for a village corporation. This does not mean a
separation from tho town of Boothbay
Harbor, but simply the privilege of having a corporation composed of the residents of Bayville, who will assume certain town responsibilities and can do for
that section what they think would bo
best. All the residents in Bayville except one (a lady) live out of the state,
they do not have the voters' rights here.
They must, as owners of real estate, pay
taxes and these taxée are used to help
carry on the municipal affaire of tho
town of Boothbay Harbor as a whole."

Christmas wan marked by a tragedy in
the home of Nicholas R. Goes, a Grand
Trunk engineer of Portland, when his
only son, Orville H., was fatally shot
while playing with a 22 calibre rid;).
The Gosb boy was at the home of a
neighbor by the name of Gulrickson,
waiting to go to church with them
While Mrs. Gulrickson was up stairs and
her 10-year-old son Joseph had left the
room for a moment, the Goss boy in
the rifle with
SQme way discharged
which he was playing, and the ball entered hie left lung. Ile died in about ten
minutes. There were two smaller children with him, but neither could gi\
any explanation of how the accident

happened.
Myron Smith and Lyle Moore of Skowhegan captured a deer near the end of

open time while skating and bad for
weapons only polo clubs and a jackknife. The animal was a buck and was
lying down on the ice when first seen by
the two young men who were on skates.
He plunged to get away when he saw
the skaters but Smith skated up close to
the animal and with a tremendous jump
on hie skates landed close to the deer
and struck him over the bead with a
polo club. Tho blow stunned him and
be fell to the ice after which Moore cut
the deer's throat with a j ickknife. The
animal dressed about 150 pounds and
was the largest one that was killed in
Skowhegan this year.

since I reached this country.
I can't believe you have as many as
has been stated to be the case."
Harris Hammond, the eldest son of

seen one

John Hays, promised:
"I'll show you one at the next stop."
Ile had seen one riding on the trucks
under the cer, and at the next station
lie went down and called the hobo out.
When the trninp entered the car he
was covered with cinders and dust
and looked like something from the

lower regions.
Hammond shook hands with him
and introduced him, saying:
"This is Mr. Rider Haggard."
exclaimed the
"Rider Haggard!"
hobo.
"Why, I've read all of your
books and loved every one of them!"
Then he sat down and discussed literature with Haggard for half un
hour. At the end of the talk Harris
took him back, let him get some of the
dust and cinders off and handed him u

good cigar.

"That fellow's not a tramp," said
Haggard. "He's a gentlemau in die-

tress."—Popular Magazine.

The Virtue of Traveling.
There are two great fallacies based
on ancient and rusty saws it were a
noble deed to demolish. One is that
; raveling is a form of wrongdoing,
founded belike on the stupid saying
that a rolling stone gathers no moss.
A pertinent reply would be that a
mossy stone Is never highly polished
and that a stone is not a proper place
for moss, anyway. The other undermin-

ing caution is that one ought to set?
country before one sees

ones own new

the wealth of the old countries. Unless on business bent, there Is no
earthly reason why one who cnu afford to travel should not begin at
once with the richest and most beautiful countries, with Italy and Greece.
Life is short and uncertain; one cannot tell what may happen to deprive
one of sight and health and means day
after tomorrow, therefore it is well to
see and enjoy the best while one can.
—Harper's Bazar.

Deadly Pulque.

In spite of lier long years of independence Mexico has not solved the
drink problem. The national drink of
the poorer classes Is pulque (pro
uouueed "poolkay"), the fermented offspring of a plant resembling the aloe.

It tastes like stale buttermilk dashed
with a strong dose of stagnant water
and must be drunk within twenty-four
Its action is
hours ef fermentation.
Instant and powerful, and its speedy
results are softening of the brain, paralysis of the nerves and death. So
deadly are its effects that no employer
of labor will employ a peon from tbe
pulque making districts until he has
tried everywhere else.—Chicago News.

Charles H. Sturgis, of Milbridge, night
station agent at Washington Junction,
committed suicide in Ellsworth Monday
afternoon, by shooting. Mr.Sturgis had
been employed at Washington Junction
Ancient Gardens.
less than two months. Ile came from
The Egyptians were conversant with
Norrldgewock, where he had been station agent on the Somerset road Ave the art of landscape gardening, though
years. For a day or two before his death they had ίο contend with the flatness
he had been acting strangely, and his of (he lan3. Water, however, as an
His
mind was evidently unbalanced.
adjunct was often called into play, for
fellow-omployees at the station believe there was the inexhaustible Nile. We
he was despondent over losing his posihave three plaue of their gardens, as
tion at Norridgewock. In one pocket of
the dead roan was found a note address- the one found in the tomb of Meryleat
ed to his wife, which read: "I want no Tcli el Ainarou, which gives us the
funeral service of any kind." Mr. Stur- perfect Idea of how a grand garden
gis was 60 years of age and leaves a was laid out. We have, too, pictures
widow and two daughters, living at Mil- of Egyptians reclining on cbairs and
bridge.
fishing in these artificial lakes.
The Maine State Grange held its annual meeting at Augusta last week,
Useless Speculation.
with a large attendance. Reports show"I often wonder," an elderly wife
were
six
new
ed that
organized paid sadly one day to her husband,
granges
during the year and one old one reorgan- "whether all those vows and protesta·
now

being
ized, the total membership
57,410. A number of important matters

Enfield Pluramer's, of Sweden.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lawrence have of public interest

moved to North Lovell for the winter.
Mr. Lawrence remains in very poor
health.
Mr. Benson from Norway has been
boarding at Herbert Adams'.
Mrs. Nellie Sawyer visited her daughter, Mr·. Herbert MoKeen, of Lovell, last
week.
Game Warden Charles Gray was here
last week to take some large salmon
from Great Brook and pnt them baok into Ketar Lake. The water was so low
they could not get baok themselves.

Autobiography.

party who claims to have received $4000
for a section of road, says that the Maine
NOT A TRAMP.
Central is going to build from Princeton
to Danfortb and thenca to Aroostook
The Tag That Rider Haggard Put on a
county.
Literary Hobo.
The new Aziscoos dam on the MagalloRider Haggard was on one occasion
way River, which is being built by the
Androscoggin Reservoir Co., will rank traveling across the United States as
eeventh in the United States in the ex- the guest of John Hays Hammond in
tent of its storage capacity. Of the six Hammond's private car.
which exceed it four wero built in the
"What I want to see," said Hagwest by the government for irrigation
I haven't
"Is the real tramp.
and the other two are the Bos- gard,

send her a handsome bath robe.
Mrs. Abbie Bates, who has been visit
ing relatives iu South Paris, returned to
her home here Sunday.
Mrs. R. N. Stetson, after being con
fined to the house some weeks by illness
is able to ride out.
There was a good attendance at the
dinner in the Universalist vestry Wednes
day in spite of the storm. Some whocoulc
not attend Rent in contributions of food
and money. The ladies made a large purposes,
The
number of candy bags and they were ton and New York City reservoirs.
will be the largest in the
large bags too, no stepmother's portion Aziscoos basin
The
but
νφ-itablo grandmother's bags. country built by private enterprise.
the only large
Enough money was raised to fill thero Androscoggin is about that
is
not
low,
all and to buy decorations for the churcl river in New England
this dam it
and Christmas tree. This is the flrsl and with tho completion of
it is
from
drouth,
time the two churches have united at will be beyond danger

were

acted

upon.

important of the resolutions passed are those opposing the repeal of the prohibitory amendment to
the constitution (not opposing resubmission), favoring direct primaries, a cor
rupt practices act, and the recall, favoring parcels post, and in opposition to
the present method of distributing the
Among

the most

mill and a half of common sohooi fund,
declaring that it ahouid be distributed
wholly on the basis of sohooi population
and not partly m now on a valuation

basis.

BLUE STORES.

REPUBLICS IN GERMANY.
>

Thr·· City Stat·· Who·· Constitution·
th· Empire R««poot*.
Lu beck are
Hamburg, Bremen and
which
theoretically three republics
of
have for the mutual convenience
come under
the
empire
and
themselves
the rule of the kaiser in all but purely
the
local affairs. As they bad Joined
which
north German confederation,
in
was formed after Prussia's victory
was nothing left for them
there
18(10.
imian't intrinaic. Ninety-nine parte
to its
to do but to give their allegiance
aginary and one part real.not
the
empire.
one
yeara
many
successor,
We remember
year
a bushel,
Each Is represented In the bundesrath.
ago Norway oats sold for 912
third
the
as In the
and
year
the aeoond year $5.00,
or federal council, as well
and each retains the repubfifty centa—their real or approximate
relchstag,
value for feed. A cow ia worth not lican
principle in its local legislation.
what you may sell her for, as some one
The Hamburg senate may have fallen
ahe
what
may
but
cheated,
may get
of from Its highest estate, but it still lives
bring you or another in the form and
with the
butter
and legislates concurrently
and
cheeae
boneat
good,
house of burgesses. The burgomaster
"bossies."
In
A plebeian bull with bis leg broken ia of Hamburg remains the great mau

assumed, over the other.
But when you get up into the thoudown the stairs. Alv'm Arnold, a brothare
er of the dead man, was found In a sands you have a dropsical bull; you
are too
stupor in the room occupied by the dealing in "watered stock"; yon
the
brothers. An inquest has been ordered. far from your base. Be who owns
cattle on a thousand hills never yet put
attracted
were
who
by that amount of geouioe worth into any
Neighbors
flames pouring out of the camp on Mon- one individual of the class—since Neburoe's Island of Alexander McGuinness, chadnezzar was turned out to graaa on
found his dead body lying near the the hillsides of Babylon.
stove with the face badly burned. It is
John.
thought that he attempted to light his
fire with kerosene, and was killed by the
CUP.
A CARDINAL'S
explosion. McGuinness, who was 63
old, formerly fished out of Glou-

large crop of fine ice is being harvested, such points as necessary.
Varano Bryant is canvassing for severHorace Mitchell, representative-elect
al novelties through tbe town.
holds over 500 officee and
George W. (J Perham, Mrs. Perham from Kittery,
offices are not
and Mildred attended State Grange at fills them well. These
public offices but are thoso bestowed by
Augusta this week.
who has
Mrs. Edwin Π. Colo, who was severely corporations, for Mr. Mitchell,
location
scalded Monday morning, is slowly im- taken advantage of his unique
between Maine and
proving. The burns on her arms wert on the borderland

deep

John'· Letter.
There bave Seen too many ooncluiire
testimonies from practical and truthful
M
men on the excellence· of the Jersey
of any one
» batter producer to admit
being ft doabter, whatever bit preferThat is jaet what «he ia,
ence· may be.
and only what abe la; and abe may be
anprofitable for one man and not for
other. Circumstances govern. When
they talk 15000 for a cow and $15,000 for
ft bull of »ny breed, you are instructed
the
to hold our bat while we donbt
worth of either. It ian't in them. It

Maine has but one survivor of the
Mexican war, Capt. David Webber, of
Boothbay Harbor. He has followed the
sea all his life, and although 87 years of
in
age he spends his eummers fishing
worth juat what he will "feton" for beef
Casco bay, where he is well known to or
fertilizing material. A titled bull,
at
who
the tourists
Harpewell, bom
stop
with a tag on bia tail, iotheaame
Islands.
and
Orr'e
Bailey's
of
weight, ia of

years

pany came to the number of four, name
Ε. II. Morgan and wife, and Mre. J.
Josiah Swett and wife were visited on ly,
W. Swan, accompanied by her grandmarried
last
their
daughter
by
Sunday
Mies Laura E. Cole. Monday
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Ouy Morgan, daughter,
was a fairly fair day, and Tuesday slill
of Bethel Hill.
more so, the weatber being more like
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Farwell and
spring than winter. Wednesday panned
daughter Grace, Mr. and Mrs. F. L. out
a first class snowstorm, while ThursOrdwav and Eli Grover attended the
was cold and windy with a temperaState Grange meeting in Augusta last day
ture at seven; while Friday gave us a
week.
zero morning, but minus the wind, and
consequently more pleasant weathei
East Sumner.
again. Yes, our Maine climate is one ol
Another Christmas day has passed in- extremes, as it always has been from the
to history and its observance has brought beginning, and will be to the finis, if anycheer to many hearts. The churches in body knows when that will be.
the vicinity united in the usual exercieee
Two almanacs for 1911, but do calenat the Biptiet church on Saturday even- dar ta date; who will send along one
ing and all weut merry as a Christmas with big figures, so as to make it "good
bell.
easy reading" as Uncle Solon used ro
Rev. S. F. Clark of the Ν. E. Home for say?
Little Wanderers, Boston, was in town
Christmas is near and will be here be
on Sunday, the 18th inst., and gave very
fore this is read; the Christmas cards are
interesting addressee at the Baptist and coming in, the thing to talk about is
Christmas, and the thing to do is to get
Congregational churches.
Some of our scholars attending Buck- ready for Christmas.
tield High School are having a vacation
We have had an invitation to a Christof two weeks.
mas dinner; but that will depend on the
Mr. Thomas J. Stephens, one of our weatber and traveling.
oldest and most respected citizens, is
Hebron.
slowly failing in health.
Mr. Harrison Bonney, our oldest citiC. Π. George and Mr. and Mrs. Artbui
zen, has passed bis 90th milestone in George are attending State Grange at
life's journey.
Augusta tbis week.
Rev. L. W. Muttart, a former pastor
Mr. and Mrs. Sargent and Mr. and
at East Sumner, is now located at West Mrs. Melcber were in Portland early in
Granville, Mass. Rnv. P. E. Miller at the week.
There was a Christmas tree and enterSouth Freeport.
Rtlph L. Hodgdon, who has boen tainment in the church Saturday evenworking at South Paris, is at home for ing.
the winter.
The Ladies' Circle met with Mrs. A.
Circle dinners every Wednesday con- M. Richardson Tuesday.
tinue to draw a good attendance and are
Uarry Barrows will meet his sister,
noted for their excellence and abun- Mias Eva Barrows, in Massachusetts,
dance of feed.
where she is teaching and they will go
Water for stock commands a premium to New York to spend Christmae with
and in some instances costs much labor. their aunt.
Don't forget when sending New Year'·
Dr. Parmalee has been in Lewiston
presents to absent Oxford Coanty two days this week.
friends, that the Oxford Democrat makes
Denmark.
a very acceptable and appreciated present and a weekly reminder of the old
Mrs. Kate Sanborn and mother are
boma.
spending a few weeks in Portland.
Mrs. F. C. Alexander is visiting friends
in East Boston.
North Buckfleld.
It is reportod that about 15 inches of
C. A. Bonney and family of East Sumsnow fell in this vicinity during the last
uer were at A. S. Bessey'a the first of
■now storm.
the week. Mrs. Bessey returned with
C. E. Cobb has purchased an ice plow
them to spend the remainder of the
and is ready to plow loe for any one who
week.
wants the work done.
Warren and daughter
Mrs. R. J.
Leon Ingalls sent a large quantity of
Géorgie spent a few days recently with fnr to Boston
Thursday which he has
her brother, Frank Turner, at Hotel Atbeen buying for the last few months.
wood, Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Jewett will spend
Eola Swallow visited relatives in RumChristmas in Manchester, Ν. H.
ford the past week.
John Flagg, who was recently burned
North Stoneham.
out, has moved hi· family into C. M.
Miles Adams and Bert Dill have gone
Heald's house.
on the ridge of Speckle Monntain cutW. Heald attended State Grange aa a
ting birch for J. Birtlett.
delegate.
Epbraira Durgin bas finished work
here and gone to his daughter's, Mrs.

We were sorry to hear of the death of
A. G. Woodsnm, which occurred at his
Dr. M. A. Allen Starr, addressing the home in Mechanic Falls Wednesday due
Academy of Medicine in New York the to pneumonia. Mr. Woodsum was in
other night, said that we live too fast, trade here for several years. His first
and other physicians expressed the wife was Lucretia Chapman of Bethel.
general sentiment that our famous They had two sons, Albert A. Woodsum
American hustle is what is overflowing of Mechanic Falls and George C. Woodthe insane hospitals. Interesting, but sum of Locke's Mill». His second wife
was Minnie Folsom, who died several
really not news.
years ago, leaving a family of five children.
Mrs. Mary Bartlett attended State
A peculiar case in the town of Northport has recently attracted attention. A Grange at Augusta last week.
M re. Azel Bryant was in Norway FriChicago millionaire who owned the most
extensive summer property in the town, day.
Christmas tree at the Union church
valued at about 150,000, wished to have
He owned a strip Saturday night.
some changes made.
between the water front and the highway
Oickvale.
which was narrow, and had enlarged his
The McKinley League will have an
estate by baying considerable on the
other side of the road. He asked to entertainment and Christmas tree Monhave the road location changed so that day evening, Dec. 2tUb.
O. 0. Tracy is in the hospital at Lewit might go around bis holdings, and
This iston for a three weeks' stay.
leave them in one solid block
Mrs. Viola Ctild and grandson are at
would lengthen the road about half a
mile. Hi-> offer was to pay all land home for a short time.
E. D. and Ervin Wing bave moved to
damage, build a strip of macadamized
road, and keep it in repair for ten years. Farmington.
The request was opposed by residents
Dairymen are harvesting their ice
on general principles, and the county crop,—a never failing crop in this laticommissioners declined to change the tude.
Water is low in most places. Some
location. Thereupon he declares that
North Paris.
the coming season will be his last at have to haul it for all purposes, though
Mr·.
Ida
Brown and children are
If.
a
distance.
not
is
for
that
bis
sale,
very
long
property
Northport,
Herbert Bowker and James Saunders with her parents for the Christmas days.
and failing to make a satisfactory sale
Farmers are busy filling ice houses;
he will tear down his buildings. In some are cutting timber on Black Mountain
14 inches thick now.
respects his offer looks lik* a good one, for Ε. M. Worthley.
Rev. A. J. Parker and wife have gone
but the general principles on which it
West Lovell.
to Boston for the winter.
was opposed may bave been sufficient to
Mrs. Jane Stevens is slowly recover·
Geo, H. Fox has returned to South
justify it· rejection. On the other hand,
ng from a very serious sickness.
in his present attitude he is without Paris.
The owners of the lumber mill are to
John Fox remains about the same;
question dictatorial and petulant.
>e incorporated.
They will buy about
aot able to sit up any.
A. W. Fox went to Portland the 20th ! KM) cords of barrel stock and also saw
It ia understood that the railroad cut
in Rines Hill, Auguaia, will cost $191,000 ;o enter the Maine General Hospital, and < ipool stripe for E. W. Penley, who will
instead of #100,000 aa originally esti- was to be operated on for appendicitis < iut and bay birch.
Many are ill with bad cold·.
mated.
Friday forenoon.

torpedo bo»t destroyer Trlppe,
by the Bath Iron Work·, wu
launched at Bath Tuesday.
Leonard Giles, an employe of the
Maine Alpaca mill at Sanford, had hie
leg crushed Monday by an overturned
pulley while he wae working on a water
wheel which was being installed, and
died later at the hospital. He waa 20
The
built

The Happy-Go-Luckya are very
ball.
modest about boasting of their enjoyment, believing it to be bad taste. So
it is sufficient to say that the good fellowship of the party, the pleasant evening and kindly hospitality of the Greenwood people made it a perfectly satisfactory trip to the club.
Tuesday evening, Miss Eva Tucker
gave a very delightful party in honor of
Miss Jennie Bradbury, who will enter
Bliss Business College, Lewiston, the
first of January. A good number of
guests were present. Light refreshments were served.

The ladies of the Baptist circle will
serve a dinner in tbe vestry Jan. 4tb.
The price will be ten cents for adults
and fivo cents for children.
Nahum Morrell bad an ill turn Wednesday morning and came near dying ol
heart failure. Mr. Morrell has recently
returned from Lewiston where he bad
cataracts removed from bis eyes and
of South Paris visited their
grand- had not fully recovered from tho efparente, Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Dennison, fects of the
drugs administered during
last week.
He took the journoy
tbe operation.
Charles F. Heed is on his annual trip
home contrary to tbe advice of tbe
selland
Bethel
through
adjoining towns,
surgeon who wished him to remain t
ing H-ivoring extracts and medicines.
few days longer.
Misses Cora May and Bertha L. Wight
Roy I3isbee has moved bis family into
of South Paris visited their grandfather
the Lydia Barrett house which was oc
and two uncles here last Tuesday.
his father, Sylvester Bisbee
It is hoped the poor frightened deer if cupied by
who lived aloue.
not wounded can now enjoy life and
freedom for a few months.
VII vvll wuuu.
The winter road-breaking machine
If allowed to take a rearcist of the
drawn by four horses and four steers,
weatber thus far this week, it would
was used on the highways here Thursshow a variety somewhat thuely: Sun

day.

Maine New· Noie·.

tlons you made me during our court*
ship were really true?"
"Well, my dear," the husband answered mildly, "what's tbe difference
whether they were true or not, since
both believed
Star.
we

vhnnthflhi

Is to be Your Clothier in
1911?
Thie is the

question uppermost

in

minds

our

present time.

at the

WE THANK YOU for your generous

patronage
just closing, and hope you can favor us
the coming year by
Consulting Us About Your Clothing Wants.
during

the year

you begin right now. Our
delayed, but now all out-ofRough and Ready Clothing.

to have

We would like

winter has been somewhat
door workers need heavy
For example we have

the estimate of the Hamburg people,
of
the inheritor of the great traditions
have
the llnnsa. Bremen and Lubeck
constitutions in couslnsblp with Ham-

Lamb Coats at $3 to
to $38.
Coats $2.50 to $4.
Beach
and
$7. Pontiacs
to
$4. Russian Vesta
Heavy Work Trousers $2
Gloves
and Mittens.
kinds
All
$2 to $2 75.

Fur Coats at

burg.

constituA wise empire respects the
refrains
tions of these city states and
from any action hinting of the applicaof
tion of the steam roller in pursuit
of the Ilansn
survivors
The
harmony.
some
have been more fortunate than
ether republics of eontlueutal Eurojie.
that had
They have outlived several
In their
hopes of being left ignored

$16

NOYES

H.

F.

CO.,

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS,

republicanism.

beCracow was once a republic, but,
possesAustrian
surrounded
by
ing
in 1840,
sions. was finally swallowed up
of
Since that time It has been a city

COMPANY,

TRUST

PARIS

Austrian Poland.—Boston Transcript

What Better New Year's

DROWNED THE MUSIC.

Present Can You Give

The Audience Was Angry, and Theodore Thomas Was Obstinate.
to
Theodore Thomas once undertook
series
raise a subscription fund for a
of concerts in San Francisco, but only
had been raised, and the en-

Than to

place

a

r\

ι

small deposit in the Paris Trust
a check book, and eo start

Company, and give
bank account

a

$10.000
announced
terprise hung fire. Then he
at
that Emma Tbursby would sing
each concert, and the guarantee fund
promptly went up to $.">0.000.
Thomas had a rule against encores
for soloists. They were allowed to ap-

It U bard to select a suitable present for a!l people, but a
a check book will please every one.

bank account, and

INCREASE.

CENT

PER

FIFTY

When this bank was first started, it was hardly to be supposed tbat tbe second year's bnsineee would show a very large
gain over the first year, but we begin the third year with a fifty
over tbe number at
per cent increase in number of depositors
tbe beginning of the second year.

of appear and bow in récognition
San
plause. but that was all. The
Franciscans held that as ii was .Miss
reThursb.v's engagement which was
fund
sponsible for the raising of the
were entitled to encore her if tliey

OF

CONFIDENCE

THE

PUBLIC.

This would not be tbe condition unless tbe public had conConfidence brings deposits, deposits bring
fidence in tbe bank.

they

Thomas, however, Insisted
stubbornly on his rule.
On the last night a determined effort

chose.

IF

made to encore her. She appeared
again and again, bowing her thanks,
and each time the applause increased
instead of diminishing. At last the
audience began to shout its demands
instead of merely applauding, and Miss
turned to Thomas and said.

YOU
IF

was

WANT TO
YOU

BORROW
MONEY

HAVE

MONEY.
TO

INVEST.

IF YOU WANT TO START A BANK ACCOUNT.

TRUST

PARIS

COMPANY,

PARIS.

SOUTH

Tbursby

MAINE.

"What shall I do?'

"Keep

on

bowing If you have to bow-

all night." snapped Thomas grimly.
And she went out and bowed again.
This time Thomas directed the orchesnumber.
tra to go ahead with the final
The audience, thoroughly indignant,
shouted down the music, but Thoma
on
was Inflexible. The orchestra went

Greetings

New Year's

To

playing, utterly unheard,

Below we name a few useful Holiday Gifts that will
pleasure for us to show.

Ladles' Home Journal.

First we would mention Furs, Pony
and Russian Mink Coats, Scarfs, and
Mnffs for dreea occasions.

in a pandeAnd it
monium of shouted protests.
a
was probably the only time that
Thomas number fell on deaf ears.—

CANNIBALS.

MANYUEMA

If you ride much look at the Fur Driving Coats which we are closing out at
about half price.

Towels, many kind*, man; price·froc
10c to $1.25 each.
Among a Traveler's line of Handbart.
Men's, Women's and Children'! Puna
you can find some great bargain·
How about a nice Collar Jabot or til
for another friend.
HANDKERCHIEFS—We bave ca!:«i
these from two of the Largest Imporun
in the couutry and we are sure the; in
such as to sustain our former repii'ûiii
Ail prices from Jcβ
on these goods.
$2.00 each.
Ribbons for Fancy Work and Ht:
Ribbons in great variety and low prictt
If your friend's China Closet i» not
Dish would doubtless be
full a

Savages That Grind Their
Shirt Waists too, and Kimonos in Eider
Teeth to Sharp Point·.
The most terrible species of canni· down and Flannelette, please bear in
mind.
hais living are the cruel, bloodthirsty
in
If your friend needs a new gown wo
central
of
Tanganyika,
Manyuemn
Afriea.
Living to tin· west of Tan- have a lino line from 15c to $1.50 per yd.
ganyika. these cannibals, clothed in
New Undertiannels may bo a most acprimitive fashion with a piece of bark ceptable gift to another or a pair of bose
We have a
cloth rudely hammered out from a in cotton, wool or fleeced.
neighboring tree, have an appetite for quantity of all thene.
Fancy
humnu flesh which Is well niirh inTable Linen, we can show you from
acceptable.
satiable.
25c per yard to |12 50 per set.
Then last but not least are *11
They exercise the most fiendish cuu
A sample line of Tea Clothe and Doi- Cooking Utensils in our Kiteben Dening in tracking down their quarry, lies we
can give you at wholesale prices. partment in our basement Salesroom
choosing fal. well covered people I::
preference to those who are lean am"
If there is nothing in this list come in and ask to ee«
Their favorite practice i? !c
bony.
se
at
eventide
victims
their
waylay
something not advertised.
that tliej may have liefore them a
Very Sincerely Yours,
long night in which to effe. tually dis
po«e of their prey by cutting li up
iuto strips and drying it over a l<»v»·
African

These dried strips

fire in the woods.

of hitman flesh are carefully preserve*!
for future use, and on two occasions
these grewsome forest fond depot?·
were discovered and their owners kill
eil by the Waflpa people, who in lin I it
east

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,

PIANÔS=

Tanganyika.

I have in stock new and second hand pianos of
which I shall sell from now until after Christmas

W'ide World Magazine.

AT

Hats In the Time
of Marie Antoinette.
Some of the fashions In France during the reign of unfortunate Queen
Marie Antoinette were exceedingly ab
surd, particularly hairdressing and
hats, which were trimmed with such
an extravagant wealth of feathers that
the coaches had to Have their seats
lowered
According to Mme. Cam·
pun. "mothers and husbands murmur-

Hairdressing and

W.

MRS.

ed. and the general rumor was that
the queen would ruin the French ladles."
One day Louis XVI. decided to fornid the court In a body to follow the
royal hunt in conciles, in order to be
freer tie wished only to permit real
iportsiaen to attend. The noble ladies ilium dlutely rebelled, and the
Prim-ess of Monaco criticised the decls|nn by means of her headdress, upon
which anise a miniature royal coach,

H· Never Went There Again.
Hostess (at the party)—Miss Robin«on lias no partner for this waits.
Would you mind dancing with her In·
atead of with me? Hawkard—On the

contrary, I «hall be delighted.

/

1

C. SMILEY,

L.

Boys' Heavy Fleeced Hose.

South Paris,

PuU

a

Fascinating Radiance

PROTECT

Into

Women's Hair.

without the least
doubt the most remarkable
hair grower, iuvigorator and beautifier
Parisian

vestige of

ever

a

Maine.

-

Best For Women.

Expecting

"About what?"
"About where we would go If we
had money enough to travel."—Wash-

WHEELER

J.

Ladies1 and Children's
and
Hosiery.
Underwear

parrot pecking at a cherry.

foolish quarrel."

PRICES.

Millinery.

cra|H>.
More absurd still was the hairdressing of the mother of Louis Philippe,
upon whose head every one could ad
mire her sou, the Dnc de Beaujolais,
in the arms of his nurse as well as a

Anticipating.
"My wife and myself had another

high gracie

pashionable

followed by two gcntlcmeu on foot In
gaiters. On the left of this was displayed a cypress garnished with black
tears, the largo roots being formed of

Chicago Tribune.

WHOLESALE

a

I have the Merrill, Poole, Pease, Norris & Hyde, Biigg" ani*
other make. Also second hand organs from ten to thirty dollars.
I have some nice trades in pianos and orgins which I offer to the
public. I have twelve pianos and playerpianos in stock m my
are
ware-rooms in Billings Block, South Paris, Maine, and we
for
to
show
Send
them
to
the
catalogue.
always ready
public.

ABSURD FASHIONS.

Too Much.
It was a cold, raw day, but the Nev·
ersweats and the Fearnoughts were
playing a game of ball on the prairie
just the same.
The pitcher for the Neversweats, his
Angers half frozen, failed dismally in
getting the balls over the plate.
"Aw." said the captalu, "I t'ought
ye wu7. one o' dese cold weather pitchers!"
"1 am," said the slab artist, blowing
ou his benumbed digits to warm
them,
"but I ain't a ice pitcher, blame yel"—

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Most of these cannibals tile their
teeth to sharp points su «s to emibh
them more easily to tear the ties'
from the bone when they have to c.t;
their r.bomiuable meal in a hurry.-

them?"—Washington ington Herald.

The Lin·.
"I have a long line of ancestors who
were ail of my trade," said the baker.
"Oh, a sort of bread line," smiled
the chump.-Univereity of Minnesota

Who

Sage ie

YOUR
HORSES

From the cold, stormy
in
Good values

days.

compounded.

It la so far ahead of all commercial
tonioe that Chas. H. Howard Co. guarantees it to eradiate dandruff, atop fallng
hair and itching scalp in two weeks, or
monej back.
Parisian Sage is delightfully refreshing and is not sticky or greasy.
It oieana the scalp and atops all odors
of perspiration instantly. A large bottle
for Μ cents at Chas. H. Howard Co.
The girl with {be Auburn hair ia on

ι ο.

BLANKETS

at

mmurt

South Paris, Maine.

CO.
CITIZENS TELEPHONE
the report
lor
meeting
annual
The
electi''"
tbe year's business ami tbe
will bi
every package.
1911.
of
the
officers for
year
1911»7Λ"·*'
on Monday, January 2nd,
P*rli·
office,
asueemirs'
tlie
at
TOWN OF PARIS ACCOUNTS.
CO.
citizens Tnr<SjâyE Λ*
end
^Ter
Any one who has an account against
Bo
wker,
C.
W.
By
\
the Town of Paria should present the
bill to the proper person to audit the
account. Panper bill, snow bill of last
Sleds
winter, highway bill of the past summer
i·^1
All bills
and school bill of this year.
Δ couple of pairs of second-band
mnst be presen'ed by January 15,1911.
to
Send description and price
C. W. BOWKER, ) Selectmen
WALTER BOSTWICK, *1·
of
W. C. STEARNS, f
P»rU.
62-1 Sooth
F. A. FARRAR, ) Paria.
®· F· b. No. 2.

oj

Wanted.

|

J

MIm Fannie Blsbeo la at home for th<

holidaya.

Bat the aan riaea later
every
for two weeks yet.

morning

Miss Amy Hayden of Haverhill, Mass.
is the guest of relatives here.

F'^mci.

SOCTH Ρ A aie
,.M.
Hour· 7 30A. »Ao7ao

Carl S. Briggs is at home for the holi·
from Tufts Dental College.

days

(iHA.Nl) TKCMK EAILWAT.
Commencing September 23, 1910,

Misses Isabel and Katherine Morton
at home for the holidays from Boaton.

TRAINS LKAVE SOUTH
to A. M.. Jail? ; 9:50 Α. M
.loin* t«'*n *"*>-$ » p.
*
"·.
eicept Sun-lay.
lUHy; 3:35 F M
wertJ-eiOA.*^
,.»1n<a;■
·** *· "..«tally.

are

PARIS

JiïÎ

Mrs. GeorgeH. Cummings of Mechanic
Falla was the gueat of Mr. and Mrs.
Wirt Stanley Sunday.

dailvesceptSunday;

New Modem Hotue* oa PbM Street
ΤΙ» Υcar 1910 Locally.
A somewhat hMty gluo· em «h·
That comparatively new thoroughfare
Pin· Street, only a few jean since oallec I record of the
"oot Id the wood·,1' has received ai 1 event· are concerned disclose· that It
addition of three house· this season, ο f has not been a year o! particularly excitsuch a character as will help to maintaii 1 ing occurrence·. It Utobe noted tb
busy, and
its growing reputation as the handsom people as a rule have
the
that things hare gone on In
est street in town.
On his lot on the west side of thi 1 usual way. Our Industries have done a
. work, t«d. 10 geoer*! hat
street, next south of the Methodist par
sonage, J. F. Plummer has built a bun beeo folrlj eood, aad
ίλ
galow about 27 ζ 32 feet, with front pursued tbe even tenor of our way,
portico and back veranda. On the first without being seriously disturbed, even
floor are four rooms and a bath, the by the political overturn.
We note a few of the year's events, of
living room having a fireplace, on the

beep

ΪΓΐ ,«'

mjich

moe*.°'r

BANKS ON SUBE THING NOW.
'TU never be without Dr. King's
New Life Pills again," writes A. Selling·
Teamsters are neck, 047 Elm Street, Buffalo, Ν. Ϋ.
Excellent sleighing,
roads.
most
of
the
good
making the
"They cared tne of cbronio constipation
The association of Knight Templars when all others failed." Unequaled for
of Oxford County assembled at Masonic Biliousness,
Jaundice,
Indigestion,
Hall Monday, Dec. 26th, at 11:30 a. u. Headache, Chills, Malaria and Debility.
The usntl Christmas day ceremonies 25c. at the Ohas. H. Howard Co.1·.
were observed at twelve o'clock precise-

NORWAY.

If You Art
Trifle Sensitive
About the ttzc of your shoes, il'e Rome satisfaction to know that many people ran wear shoes a
slz smaller by springing Allen's Foot-Ease into
them. Just the thing for Patent Leather 8hoes,
and for breaking In New Shoes. Sold Everywhere, 23c. Sample FREE. Address, Allen 8.
51tt
Olmstead, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
a

ly·

The ladles of the Universallst cbnrch
cleared about three hundred and sixtytwo dollars at tbeir fair.
Hon. John A. Roberta and wife and
Frank P. Towne and wife were among
more or less Importance:
those who attended the meeting of the
JANUARY.
State Grange at Augusta.
4-0 First show of Western Maine
The work on the I. 0. 0. F. Block is
Poultry Association.
progressing rapidly, but the work will I have some second-hand harness to close out
11 Water from the municipal supply not be completed until about tbe middle before Jan. 1st. and am
going to make the price
reached Market Square.
of February. This will be some six or right. One driving harness, $4.50; two driving
several dollars more;
harnes»
at
worth
turned
$9.00,
on, eight weeks later than was expected.
25—Municipal water «upply
one pair of light driving harness In flne conand Norway shut off.
Workmen are now delayed on account dition,
cost $25000 new,
these
harnesses
|'27.50,
«in.r at
of the plastering.
31—Reception to Rev. C. G. Miller at
thev have gold trimmings; one pair of heavy
team
a
for a medium
harness,
showy
church.
pair,
and
good
Unlversalist
Mrs. Leon M. Longley
daughters, heft team,
only $27.00. I am over stocked on
Adabell and Katherine, are witb Mrs. Sleigh
FEBRUARY.
Heaters, ami am going to mike the price
If you want one. Have you tried Capitol
Longley's mother, Mrs. R. F. D. Libby, right
24-2Λ—"Valley Farm" presented.
Ν. H. They went there Stock Remedy? It Is warranted. Come In and
28—Chandler Swift injured by fall on at Saubornville,
see me.
Monday for part of tbe school vacation.
C. vv. CLARKE,
the ice.
Doris Longley is acting housekeeper for
The Harness Maker.
MARCH.
her father in the meantime.
1 Annual meeting of South Paris VilTho Arrival of Kitty at the opora
ANNUAL MEETING.
lage Corporation.
bouse on Tuesday evening was well at7—Annual town meetiDg. Sewer ap- tended. The play was very pleasing
MT. MICA BOILDINO ASSOCIATION.
propriation made, and stone crusher de- and the several parts well taken.
The annual meeting of the Mount Mica Buildher
fefttfd·
Mrs. Cbas. H. Sargent is with
ing Association will be held Thursday, January
Much business,
191', at 2 P. χ., In the Town Office, South
818-»March court.
daughter, Mrs. Hal Eaton, at Danielson, 5th,
Paris, for the choice of officers, and the transacbut nothing of extraordinary Int"*»*· Conn., for a short time.
tion of other leesl business.
Oak
Jubilee.
Cbeer
9-10— Good
ALTON C. WHEELER, Secretary.
Carl Stone, who is attending college in 52-1
Farm" presented.
Philadelphia, is at home for the holidays
PROBATE KOTICKS.
and assisting bis father in the store durAPRIL.
To all persons Interested In either of the estates
rush time.
3 philip C. Bolster iostantly killed ing tbe
hereinafter
named :
Ross Upton while at work on the eawAt a Probate Court, held at Paris, In and for
bv accidental discharge of gun.
tbe
Willis
at
Greenwood,
dust
the
of
mill,
Oxford, on the third Tuesday of
County
pile
s
"14—State Highway Commissioner
tbe first of the week, was seriously in- December. In the year of our Lord one thousand
meeting.
nine hundred and ten, the following matter
...
sawdust.
in of the
00
w H. Stone of Norway lost hie jured by the covering
having been presented for the action thereupon
He was after a time released and taken hereinafter indicated, It is hereby Ordered :
right hand in tbe Mason Manufacturing
That notice thereof bo given to all persons Inmade
wae
to his home. An examination
Co.'s factory.
terested, by causing a copy of this order to be
and it is thought no internal injury published three weeks successively In the OxDavis
at
E.
A.
to
Rev.
26—Reception
ford Democrat, a newspaper published at South
exists.
Baptist church.
At the 25th anniversary of their mar- Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris, on
MAY.
riage Monday evening, Dr. aod Mrs. the third Tuesday of Jan., A. D. 1911, at nine
7—Dan Smith of St. Jobn, N. B·, Frank N. Barker were presented with of the clock In the forenoon, and be beard therefatally injured when struck by a tram some very pretty and valnable presents. on If they see cause :
near Snow's Falls.
The doctor entertained his many friends Solomon S. Rowc late of Boston, Mass10 Meeting of Oxford County Sunday in a most pleasing manner.
achusetts, deceased; copy of wl'l and ρ tltlon
for probate th reof presented by George F.
church.
at
School Association,
Baptist
Mrs. Cora Estella Foes died at her
Stebblne, the executor thereof.
11-12—County W. C. T. U. convention, home in this village Saturday, Dec. 17.
G. Stront late of Canton, deceased;
at Congregational church.
She has been an invalid for a long time, Marshall
will and petition for probate thereof presented
19—Celebration of twenty·fifth anni- and the long and painful sickness was
by Phllura S. Strout, the' executrix therein
named.
endured with great patience. She wae
versary of South Paris Baptist church.
oy—Memorial Sunday sermon by Kev. the daughter of Elias and Caroline John K. Moore late of Ruckfleld, deceased;
A. T. McWhorter at Congregational Goodwin Chandler. She was born in
will and petition for probate thereof presented
bv Frederick R. Dyer, the executor therein
church.
Wayne, Aug. IS, 1862. She was the
nimed.
30—Memorial Day exercises; address wife of Walter E. Foes, by whom and
late of Canton, deceased ; will
her sun, Carl T. Foss, she is survived. Sarah E. Rose
by L. C. Bateman.
anil petition for probate thereof presented by
JUNE.
Mr. and Mrs. Foes came to Norway
W.
William
Rose, the executor therein nsmeu.
about twenty-four years ago. Services
Foster late of Paris, deceased; IIret
L.
8—Republican caucus; Alton C.
Mary
by Rev. R. J. Bruce Tuesday afternoon. account presented for allowance by Lucien W.
Wheeler nominated for representative.
Mrs. L. H. Trufant entertained her
Foster, executor.
8—Annual meeting of East Oxford
class at her Main Street Thomas O. Jordan late of A Ibany, deceased ;
Local Union of Christian Endeavor So- Sunday School
with
account presented for allowance by Amos
on
llrst
games
home
Tuesday evening
cieties. at Congregational church.
G. Bean, executor.
refreshments.
>3 24—Schools closed. Six young men and
Mrs. Walter Morgan was called to Sophia Ci. Blsbee late of Paris, deceased;
and five young women graduated from
drat account presented for allowance by Henry
Stoneham the first of the week by tho
R. Robinson, executor.
high school.
,
of her grandfather, Mr. William
28—Republican county convention, death
Mr. McAllister was ninety- Sadie L. Conant tt ale, minors, of Ruckfleld;
McAllister.
Hon. John P. Swasey presiding.
third and flnal account presented for allowance
29—Field day of Western Maine Odd six years of age.
by Wilson H. Conant, guardian.
and Mrs. Charles Colwell of South
Mr.
fair
at
Fellows' Association,
grounds.
Austin J. Ilayca late of Greenwood, deceasmothColwell's
Mrs.
Hancock will visit
ed; petition for allowance out of personal
JULY.
the
estate presented by Abble S. Hayes, widow.
er, Mrs. A. C. McCrellis, during

Perfection
in Healing.
Startling

A

Reality.

second floor a ball, three rooms and
large closets. There is a good basemen)
k-,r,t Congregational
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Stanley of Au- under
the whole, and it is heated with ι
«h.irtcr
burn spent Christmas with their daughBy bia wonderful method of treatment,
hot air furnaoe. The finish throughout
The Electro Medical Specialist is curing
Mrs.
C.
W.
ter,
Bowker.
v V
will be of oak, which Mr. Plummer got
„...·
long-standing cases, and the good news
otherwise
Roy J. Bird, who bae a position with out last winter. The outside of the
is being received with great joy by the
on it
work
is
but
1
the
building
C.
S.
completed,
rubber
in
works
Ν.
Pastor
Τ
Hanover,
Rev
Clapp
sick and afflicted everywhere.
Kewley,
M,.t>:'-tChurch,
will go on through the winter, and it
10 λ» a. *.
ia
at
for
the
home
mirn'.ng
prayermeetlng
Mass.,
holidays.
.in <un·lay.
Electricity will tone up the whole
Sabhath Sch»
will not be ready for occupancy until
rvUc 10 « a.
,-m ii:ni'-«
The annual meetiug and roll call of some time next season. E. J. Record
system, give you pure blood and healthΗ „ ifpworth League Meeting βΧΜ r. Λ.
evening 7:30; c ae the
ful activity, and will give you snap,
ùraver meeting Wednesday
Congregational church will be held has been in charge of the carpeutec
7 30.
and vitality so essential to bappimeeting Friday vcnlng
this Tuesday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
vigor
l>avl«.
Pastor
A.
K.
Rev.
wcrk.
Ha t!-t Church.
ness.
service 10:45 A. it.; Sab
south
the
Next
to
Mr.
Pluramer'a
on
,,·. sundav, preaching
Don't miss seeing "Old Acre Folk" at
Y. P. s. C. B.. 6:15 p. *.
This system of treatment far surpasses
« *
is the house built by Wirt Stanley this
.,,·ι··..· :■»»'Ρ "·. Wednesday evening Good Cheer Hall next Tuesday, Jan. 3d.
....
all the other methods combined, inasAll ar
Seats free.
χ 40
26
season.
is
This
a
colonial
7A).
bouse,
«ervioe
Cast
of
characters
next
week. It will
•■rayer
much as it reaches all chronic diseases.
gtlfflfflf
feet, with kitchen annex 15 χ 80, a tenbe worth ten cents.
ί rurch, Rev Chester Gore Ml'ler
Many have been permanently restored to
I ; v. :*λ. Α
foot piazza across the front, and a small
a
service
every
Sunday
Preaching
ι.
health and happiness when all hopes of
Miss S. L. Pratt, designer in Mrs.
Monday School at 1. M. V. P. C. t*
.*
open piazza at the side door. There is
relief were goue.
Smiley's millinery store, has completed a cellar under the whole, with walls of
UTP.M
The Doctor is one of the most successber season's work and returned to her solid concrete. On the first floor are a
ΚΤΑΓΚυ MKKTI.NUS.
ful specialists of the day in all chronic
Régulai home in Yarmouth.
wide ball, large parlor, living room with
M —Pari Lodge, So. 94.
r Λ A
and long-standing diseases of the Respion or before full moon
B<.-e'tn«c Tuesday evening
Mrs. C. A. Frost of South Framing- fireplace, dining room and kitchen. The
Mica lodge, regular meet
ratory organs, Catarrh, Throat, Bronand
l.(i. ο. Κ —Mount
ham, Mass., is with her parents, Mr. and finish on this floor is of curly birch,
--.ι·, evening of eacn week.—Auron
ι
chitis,
Consumption, Blood diseasessecond
the
is
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third
floor,
handsome.
and
ret
Monday
evening)
very
ia.
t,
Mrs. Edwin S. Maxwell. Miss Edith
v:
Scrofula, Tumors, diseases of the stomare three sleepball
and
besides
closets,
itf cach month.
Maxwell, who teaches in Maiden, Mass.,
Those fearful
Pie isan Rebekab Lodge, No
ach and Digestive Tract.
"ρ r Κ-Mount and
ing rooms, bath, aud an outside sleeping
fourth Fridays of eacl is also at home.
cet* second
nervous diseases of men and women—no
y
room over the piazza, fitted with winHall.
Fellows'
Old
'.n
month
matter from what cause arising—Paralymeet!
Wednesday's all-day snow gave us ' dows so it can be closed in. The finish
\ Κ -W. K. Klm'tall Poet, No. 148,
! Saturday evenings of eaci
sie, Headache, Prostration, Lame Back,
tbat at last the sleighing was on the
jr ; »Γ.Ί ihlr
hopes
hall is of cypress, in the
upper
Hal)·
Sciat ca and Rheumatism, Diseases of
mi'fith. In ί*· A. R.
clinched. Saturday's all-day pour of
sleeping rooms of white enamel, and in
Κ. Kimball Circle, Ladles of the U.A
λ
the Liver, Kidneys and Bladder. WomthM Saturday evening· ol rain gave us fears, at the same time that I the outside sleeping room and the kitcben—Women who are racked with pain in
Urand Arnii Hall.
we rejoiced to see a whole lot of water : en of bard
eacri month. In
pine. There are two large
V-: :.ί L. Chamberlain Camp meets
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the pelvis, side, back or head, or sufferof
As
it
there
is
a
kind
The
windows
in
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front.
is,
icy, plate glass
falling.
after tiie full of the
on the i!r«t Tuesday night
from nervousness and many troubles
ing
is
a long way tloors are of rock maple.
which
heat
is
a
rough
The
sledding,
mo-c
from May 1 to Oct. 1, from the ideal.
to their sex, can find epeedy
peculiar
γ f ii.—P^rls Grange,
of
West
H.
Cole
hot
air
furnace.
J.
Saturday; «luring the
--ι and third
relief and permanent cure without exams.ei
of
has
in
the
Paris
been
In
charge
building.
f the year, meets every Saturday,
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Stuart bad their
κ,
ination. Years of suffering and severe
(»ran».e Hall.
whole family with them for Christmas, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley are about ready to
operations may be avoided hy using this
tt-C—Second and fourth Mondays ol
is still
l\
the
there
house,
though
occupy
of
including Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Stuart
new treatment.
e* η montn.
·.
Ρ —stony Brook Lodge, No. 1S1, Augusta, W. Karle Stuart of Phillip?, quite a little work to be done on it.
\
κ
Young men who are beginning to
The building of the Congregational
l and fourth Wednesday evenings
a. t- -et
Fred S. Brown and family of Portland,
suffer the mental and nervous retribuwhich ie on the opposite side
g( « il'!, month.
parsonage,
and
Mr.
Stuart.
meets
and
D.
Miss
Leona
every
Hamlin Lodge,No, 31,
tion for early folly may avoid the conh. : Ρ
of the street, has been in charge of Ost'vthlan Hall.
Mrs. W. A. Gould of Mechanic Falls
(rr ay evening at
sequences by seeking the aid of science.
This house is 26 χ 28,
car E. Liarrows.
were also there.
There are thousands with stooping form,
with piazza on the front and north side.
Mu* Amelia Bisbee, who teaches in
for the holiaching back, hesitating speech, confused
MissOctavia C. Pratt, who had been There are a large hall and three other
Arl Π.Γ n. Mae·., is here
mind and bashful manners, who are unwith her niece, Mrs. George U. Davis, rooms on the first floor, and four rooms
ilajs.
able to save themselves.
for some years, died Sunday morning and bath on the second floor. The basethe
home
for
at
ie
Keen
V.
Lewis
There are others who see their vital
after a short illness with Bright's dis- ment is of good height, with walls of
holiday \a-atioo from the Cniversi.y of ease. She was 69 years of age. The cement blocks, and contains a hot air
energies wasting away, unmindful of the
that awaits them, perhaps in the
fate
Maine.
funeral Tuesday afternoon is attended furnace for heating.
On the first floor
Such persons should have
near future.
M s* ν K. Porter is at home from her by Rev. A. T. McWhorter, and interment the finish is cypress, with bard wood
a confidental talk with the Doctor who
the holiday va- will be at Hebron, which was Miss floors.
The house is just completed,
tea· L in*: ia Portland for
can save thom from weakening of the
Pratt's home.
and Rev. Mr. McWhorter and family
cation.
mind, nervous prostration, melancholia,
have been occupying it for tbe past few
from
home
entertainis
at
will
a
and
There
be
Blood
supper
Miss Kith
insanity and impotence.
days.
vathe
the
under
for
the
ment
at
holiday
Baptist vestry
WestbrOk seminary
There are middle-aged men premaauspices of the Ladies' Aid of the M. E.
cation.
turely old, weak, when they should be
Dec. 29tb.
church
the
from
Pine
Aside
Thursday
evening,
Street,
only
place
strong, who are guaranteed a perfect
:
Mrs. tre'irn*» M. Cutting is here from Mrs. Helen Bisbee Packard of Bethel,
where any plurality of bouses has been
nervous
restoration to physical and
to spend the Christina·
Mass
Lynn.
who is a graduate of Boston School of built is in the Gary Street section of the
power.
season.
Oratory, will be the reader. Supper village. Fronting on Gary Street, and
Electricity is one of the greatest disIt makes blood, it
coveries of the age.
Mis* Be** e M. Ilaggett is clerkiug iu and entertainment 25 cents, or 15 cents on the corner of that and tbe unnamed
the
each.
street running south to the Norway
kills the germs thst cause disease, it
.Smilev's «r re at Norway during
bolidav rush.
branch Railroad, Bradbury Barnett has
vitalizes, invigorates and purifies. The
A Christmas family party which in- built a comfortable bouse in
blood is the life, the vitro magnetism is
bungalow
M ss Julia P. Morton ie at home for cluded all ber children and grandchilruns
which
cross
street
On
the
the life of the blood.
Uence, weak men
style.
in
tbe holidays from her teaching
dren and other relatives was entertained
Mrs.
Tucker
house
the
Barnett
become strong, and paralyzed limbs and
Mary
by
Mass.
Ab:u»;toD.
Monday by Mrs. L. C. Morton, when has built a cottage house. Both these
convention, holidays.
1—Democratic county
shriveled parts take on new life, and all
Fxra Marshall late of Hebron, deceased;
Those
sat down at the table.
Matthew McCarthy chairman. AddressPhilip and Albert King of the Γηί- twenty besides Mrs. Morton, were Mr. houses are now occupied.
petition or an allowance out of personal nervous diseases yield to its power.
Harry Home, who is teaching at Waestate presented by Eliza M. Marshall, widow.
P. A. Millett, who some time since es by Messrs. McGillicuddy, Plaisted and terboro, and Philip Stone, who teaches
NOTICE—This is the opportunity to
vermt> >f Maine are spending their vaca- present
and Mrs. Wm. P. Morton and Raymond built an ell and stable on
High Street, Gardner: W. O. Frothingham nominated at Warren, are at home for tbe holiday Austin J Hayes late of Greenwood, deceas- secure at a price within your reach, the
tion at their hume.
and
Mr.
P.
Miss
Julia
Morton,
Penfold,
and has since lived there, has added on for representative.
ed; petition for license to sell and convey real services of a celebrated New York spevacation.
...»
Miss l arrie A. Gray is here for the Mrs. Geo. R. Morton, Miss Isabel C.
•
estate presented by Abble S. Hayes, adminisof the
Oxford County Patriotic Associatrain from Norway and
A special
cialist, which you cannot receive In any
in
South Morton. Miss Katherine Morton, Master tbe front the main structure
tratrix.
ho.'.days from her work
at
bouse. This is only partly closed in, tion met at Central Park: ball games
the party of Rebekahs
took
other way, except by an expensive trip
Paris
South
Frarmocham, Mass.
Henry Morton, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Mor- and be is working on it as be has opporAn interview will cost
to Auburn Tuesday evening where they
real to New York.
petition for license to sell E.anil convey
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence G. Morton
Professor William R. Chapman of ton,
Sunday School field day, visited Ruth Rebekah Lodge and saw estate
Davie, admlnla
tunity. When completed it will make a
you nothing and may save years of sufpresented by George
and Hugh, of West bouse of
Helen
and
on
children,
a
Paris
at
South
returned
trator.
rooms.
was
Thursday
eight
Bethel
tbe work exemplified. They
fering, perhaps your life. There are no
Paris. Misse Fannie A. Forbes, Arthur
serious fire of the year, little after midnight and report a most Mary L. Foster late of I'arlâ, deceased; pe' failures in any case taken.
Malcolm C. Brigge has the foundation
A disease
a short business trip.
Ernest
E. Forbes. Miss Maud Douglass,
in for a house on the west side of High which doetroyed the etable and'nearly
tltlon for determination of collateral Inherit- may be curable to-day and not curable
visit.
pleasant
ex1 Ï. Thayer went Tuesday to P. Crockett. A Christmas tree for the
\V.
Har
Luclan
Foster,
ance tax presented by
Street, which he expects to build next ! destroyed tbe house of C.P.Henley,
to-morrow. Therefore do not delay.
S. H. Goodwin of St. Albans made hie
ecutor.
Bethel, where he has a position with the benefit of the children exclusively was
besides setting fire in a dozen other son, Stuart W. Goodwin, and wife a
If you cannot call in person, enclose
deof
Oxford County Citizen.
late
Rurnham
Gllead,
A.
nnloaded after dinner.
Florllla
A. L. Holmes, who purchased the places; efficiency of water service de- short visit the first of the week.
for self examining outfit
for license to sell and convey stamp to-day
ceased;
petition
so called, on Main Street,
ifeorçe η. nam ta n uvmr
Mrs. Fred Moore and daughter Frances
real cetate presented by George I. Bumbam, 1 and learn just what to do to be cured if
of rain on top of Stowe house,
downpour
Saturday's
Methold
of taking down
cxecutor.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology the enow was rather different from the has done an extensive job of repairing
of Gilead are guests of Mrs. Moore's
curable, fret.
ami enlarging on both house and stable, odist church begun.
for the holiday vacation.
His marvelous power over disease
mother, Mrs. Jennie Young.
Carl B. Whitman late of Mexico, deceased;
traditional and conventional New EngMr.
Ranof
for
allowance
occuby
and Mrs. Holmes are now
ilrst account presented
1C—16-montbs-old daughter
heals thoee hundreds of miles away the
Josephine Stearns, Florence Rideout, dall
Quite and he the
Harlan and Robert Denniaon bave land Christmas eve weather.
administrator.
L.
tub.
in
a
Taylor,
drowned
J.
Don
and Mrs. Dan Dellea
same as at the office.
place.
and Donald Partridge of Bates,
been spending their vacation with their early in the day it was decided to poet- pying
The only extensive destruction of
27—28-29—Cantata "Queen Esther, Whitney, Elmer Hussey and Dorothy Qosea B. Whitman late of Mexico, deceased ;
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<rand parent* at West Bethel.
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fire
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day,
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L.
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Taylor,
week from 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 4 and 7 to 8
Dartmouth and George Leavitt of the
Roy E. Cole, who is principal of tbe tional and Baptist churches. The sup- the C. Freeland Penley house on High
said
Court.
of
ADDISON K. HERltlCK, Judge
will spend their vacation of
high school in Ashland, Mass., is at per and tree at the Universalist church Street, where the stable was entirely
p. m. at leal's Hotel, Norway.
4—Six incbee of rainfall, breaking a U. of M.,
A true copy—Attest:
borne for the holiday vacation.
burned, and the house badly damaged.
ALBERT D. PARK, Register.
the roads badly in I the holidays at home.
and
were held Saturday evening according to
washing
drought,
Mr. Penley sold the place to A. C.
Prof. Ο. M. Holman, wife and daughMrs. C. L. Buck is in Fort Fairfield to announcement, and in spite of the alNOTICE.
Mrs. Holman's
Maxim, who is now doing the work of places.
of water pressure. ter, are the guests of
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Orin Brown.
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out to enjoy the evening—which they repairs
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Although
In the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
Street.
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the HYOMEI vapor treatment in conto the full beuch if he desires,
appeal
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in
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SI.
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and so completely cured ber,
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for
Happy
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Small Profits.

__

1911

to thank our

New Year.

probably

To begin the NEW YEAR right you will

need

Account Books, Receipts, Memorandums,
Dairies, Almanacs and other Offioe
and Desk Supplies.
and
Our stock of these articles is complete and up-to-date,
not
do
we
If
supply you with most anything you need.
for
it
you.
to have just what you want, we will gladly get

Co.,

Successors to P. A. Sburtlefl A

happen

Co.,

Howard

H.

Chas.

can

we

Maine.

South Paris,

50 Χ Discount Sale
OF

Boys' and
Children's
These Suits are good, honest values,
but are
good quality and well made,
have
plain pants.
broken in sizes, and
Ages 3, 4, and 10 to 16.
$ 2.60
$ 6.00 Suite are now
2.26

4.60 Suite are now

4.00
8.60
3.26
3.00
2.76
2.60

Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits
Suits

2.00

are now

1.76

are now

1.62 1-2
1.60
1.37 1-2
1.26

are now
are now
are now
are now

BARGAINS is rather a mild word for
offerings—IT'S ALMOST A GIFT.

our

present

J. F. PLU M MER,

'*12—·County
'*12—Only

CLOTHIER AND FURNI8HER.

31

PARIS. MAINE.

SOUTH

MARKET SQ..

jm 13^-Work

tye Symptoms
always

Coats

andf Suits
I i*

Marked Down.

imperfections

S.

RICHARDS,

GOOD NEWS.

Men's Union Suits

Scotch Yarn,

Union Suits

Spanish Yarn,
Saxony Yarn,

much

I anese ware in Cups and Saucers.
I Mugs, Plates, Ash Trays, Pitchers.
Hall and
; Berry Sets, Water Sets,

°ϊ.ΐ*"

Parlor Lamps at 26 per cenl
Discount for next two weeks.

J*

)

Jt

a'

Bolster Co.
; N. Dayton

„ΐΛΓβΓβ"1

^

trihi.t

MARKET SQUARE,

comil8 he.carda
*OU<aod

***>

post

°*j

Pari·.

I

Howard Co.'·.

\

χ

Olmsted,

Soy,

Si "iiTSethel,

South Paris,

Maine

greatly,

with
as

ue.

made

comfortable

underwear.

than

the

You'll find

here garments that give satisfaction
in every detail.

Unions, $1, $1.50, $2 and $3.
ONE PRICE CLOTHIER,

MAINI

NORWAY,

Discount Sale! LADIES'
All of our Fancy China and Jap·

more

ordinary

Merritt Welch,

^hristmas,

specialty

by different mills. A good fitting
union is a very comfortable garment,

Shetland Floss

I

are a

Union Suits vary

Germantown Yarn,

Cl^ae.

MAIN

NORWAY,

BOOTS FOR $2.00.

We are positive that our $2.00 boot for
Ladies, the PRINCESS LOUISE, is the
best $2.00 line on the market We have
them in many styles, and all kinds of
stock ; button, lace and buckle. Remember
you will always get full value for your
money here.

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,
Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.
Telepboue llB-8.

$46.00, $48.00 and $50.00
are

STRICTLY

the

price* of the three weights of my

HAND

STITCHED

own

make of

TEAM

HARNESS.

build every set of team
I cut nothing but the beet leather on the market, and
Tou
on the market.
harness with a guarantee to be the boat harness to wear
should aee my line of harness bofore you buy.

James N. Favor,
01

Main St.,

Λ

PROP. OP THi TUOKBR
HARRIS· «TORI.

Norway, Main·.

ΰΤ

US-

THE LAND OF
PUZ2LED0M.

U.S.

SAVE ALL YOUR CREAM
Are money earners,

being

cream

Bavera.

Pan-American World's Record proves it, Seatdc

Grand Prize
The 1910

assures

it.

Interlocking Style

U. S. SEPARATORS

the cle*neat skimmer·, easiest running, most
easily washed and durable separator ever made.

DAVIS. Agent. South

M.

Paris.

they bake.

William Tell Flour

!

i

;
:

i
1

j

1

FOR

SALE

BY

N.

DAYTON

BOLSTER

&

CO-

1

I
I

STANDARD

J

SEWING

!

j

victuals.'

j

MACHINES.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.

j

ι
i

are

Longest Wearing

Rubbers

on

the Market

If Your Dealer doe· not keep their., send hi· name to
—we will «ee that you are supplied

I thoroughly
In

I

J

\

j

ACCOUNT.

CHECKING

you who read this have never kept
If not. let us suggest that you
a bank account
try the experiment. You will find it helpful in

Possibly

many ways. Aside from the fact that your money will be safe from theft and fire, such a habit
tends to thrift, economy, disipline and a general
understanding of business principles, all of
It also affords a
which are essential to success.
the
for
method
convenient
payment of bills ; and
as the checks are always preserved and returned
to you.

paid.

they

serve as

receipts

for the amounts

We offer you good service, courtesy, liberality and stability and every accommodation

consistent with safety.

Business (ν Α. Π. to 3 P. Π.
Saturday» close at 1.15 P. M.
Hours :
( Open through tbe noon hour.

THE

NORWAY
OF

BANK

NATIONAL

NORWAY,

MAINE.

Key to Puzzledom.
No. 11G0.—Hidden Fish: Bass, smelt
No. llCl.—Reversal: Teem, meet.
Cross
No. 1102.—Diagonal: Goose.
words—Girls, board, floor, flask, flame.
No. 1103.—Charades: 1. Sigh. Lent
silent. 2. Bed. spread; bedspread.
No. 1104.—Hidden Countries: India

Chili. Persia. China.
No. 110.Y—Christmas Rebus: Butter
hazel, walnuts, chestnuts, shellbark.
No. 1100.—Charade: Cup. tea: tea
ou p.

No. HOT.—Concealed Word Square
Core<. olive, riven, evens, sense
No. llitS.—Numerical Enigma: Grat
ltude. Words—Gate. rid. tug.
Shake off the grip of your old enemy,
Nasal Catarrh, by using Ely'· Cream
Balm. Then will all the swelling and
soreness be driven out of the tender, in<
flamed membranes. Tin fits of sneezing
will cease and the discharge, m offensive to other« as to yourself, will b<
stopped when the causes that prodnoe it

are removed.
Cleanliness, comfort and
renewed health by the nee of Cream
Balm. Sold by all druggists for 50 cents,
or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street,

New York.

Dirty living and high thinking.—A
very dirty boy attended a certain school.

the teacher sent the boy'· moth,
er a note saying that be was not clean,
and that she ought to bathe him oftener.
The mother sent the teaoher a note in
reply, in which she said: "My boy Bill
ain't no rose. Don't smell him; learn
One

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

him."

—

Mats, Mirrors
&

Mouldings s,;L

High Grade Portrait

A LOW PRICE

Work

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Wool

>N

—

Carpets

Ό close out o<l<) patterns

and clean

up stock.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

I. M. TUFTS,

SOUTH PARIS.

Chas. F.

Hammond—Don't
His Sole Dread.
you dread the silent watches of the
that

Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY.

The quicker a oold is gotten rid of the
lees the danger from pneumonia and
Mr. B. W. L.
other serions diseases.
Ball, of Waverly, Va., says: "I firmly
believe Chamberlain's Congh Remedy to
be absolutely the beat preparation on the
market for colds. I bave recommended
it to my friends and they all agree with
me." For sale by all dealers.

night?
Martin—No; it's the
give me away.

in

Nicbola St..

day

Sts.,

MAINE.

cuckoo clocks

ΛΠΡι l/i I
w^/vvlCAl

with your

Stomach,

pictore?

—insures best

sults

of

urd and the same

Every housekeeper

i, to dean » P»" »"·'

mince*

SOUTH

k»o«.

ânp

PaP'V'ïh'.Îd
the flsb and ί?ά"'

I trrnaieil

I

;

on

right

with

off^

you don't bave a pan all burned wi
tisb, but almost a clean pan.

If shoe, a trifle too large annoy one b;
sllnning up and down at the heel, it ma,
be remedied by paetlog a pieceofvelve
at the back and a little way around eaci

LUNGS

M. DAY,
Bryant's Pond,

tho Kidneys' working
When out of order
l.avo puins in the back,
lui ok dust deposits in the
;cr.·! i< >ns,scalding pains,
•wiling around eyes,

bid" 'Thi0P.C"e

.bould be
little, and thi· will keep tbe heel iron

I slipping.
!

I

keep my grated cheese In

ι

a

larg<

jelly glass, and cover with its tin top, I
which I have made, with nail and bam
mer, many small holes. These holes a
Iowa circulation of air, andunlewth

weather is very damp cheese kept, lu thi
If I use
wav will be good for weeks.
tight cover, I And tbe cheese moulds.

I

J

is not easy in all localities to obtair
suitable material for the quick kindi
of tbe kitchen fire, hence it is welli t
fa
on band a substitute for the
pine" of earlier days. Ίο make a quiet
and satisfactory Are
ounces of tallow to each pound of rertn,
Wh 1. hot .tir tod
melt together
pine sawdust until very tWck- Pour th
hot mixture on a layer of sawdust anc
leave until cold. The layer of sawdust
revente It from sticking to the boards
wheo cold It ma, be brokeninU
lumps and stored for future use. A
block of this mixture an inch square» will
kindle with a single match, and yield s
blaze strong enough to Ignite dry wood
It

nj

Lave

I

kl»dJ®r?

ÏÏÏ
Lad

To scent all one's personal belonging,
with a delightful faint odor, I havefouud
nothing so satisfactory as violet beads.
Procure three ounce· of ^«let «ache
nowder, six ounce, of powdered orris
root, five cenU' worth of gum tragacanth, and a small bottle of violet toilet

properly.

^^Μ

CHAUNCEY P. POOR, late of Sweden,
County of Oxford, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands ngalnst the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, nnd
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
CLARENCE E. JONES.
Dec. 6th, 1H10
tn the

Λ

appointed

administratrix

>5tf

a

«nod date

pudding. One

oup

of

^Mih»opS»5

repairs,

com-

fortable w-th small outlay.
High
ground, excellent view of whole village. R. F. D. and telephone.
Lowest price for all $1,000, or will

For sale

and fir.

At

J.

satisfactory

NORWAY

Dec. 16, and third
{ ollowing month.
Largest

HOUSE,

or

money

Office

Friday

Stock

buildings

Bath Boom

$7.00

I

\

α

5

Jr
Ο

price

*

Ο

ρίί

c

-1~
mêZ s

^

:c<

β

si

ι

6

<-*

££

KAYMOKU'e GKAST

Losler, former homestead, l.ot I
Range i, 15 acres,
rc»,
II. X. Cummlng*, l.ot ft. Hun/·· >. 1
>t
Geo. L. Mephen*. north part of. with
.1
acre*.
8,
Lot
Rang·'
U,
tages,
Loti.'
George Marshall cottage an I lot,
Michael

is

only

$2.25

49-53
of

Trimmings
Holder·,

price

i
)

1

Έ4

«-

β
ZS >*

ο

■'*"
1,1

lé"'
1,!"

Range .1, 1-2 acre,
PIIILLII'3 ACAUKMT (.KaNT
Cummlogs, Lot I, Kange J, Soacre*.
KOKTII HAKI O* TOWS

U.S.

1" *·'

Manon, stand near Railroad
crossing, l.ot II, Ran^e
10 #
Uace,
raie»
J. HERBERT RIXG, Collector of

Geo. C.

repro-

Dec.

IS, 1910.

of the Town of

Greenwood.

Collector's Advertisement of Sale of
Lands of Non-Resident Owners.
8ΤΛΤΚ or MAINE.

by Robert Ferruzi

the t.wnof
Unpaid taxe* on laud* situated In for the year
Parle, In the County of Oxford,
1910.

of o«»·

The following list of taxe» on real e-tate
i,
resident owners In the town of I'ari· aforeal
collection
for the year 1910, committed to me for
l»l». «
Mar,
of
for said town on the 28th day
th»'lr
main unpaid; and notice Is hereby gi»<-unot
pr*
with Interest and charge* are
aaid
taxe*,

taxe·!

*■'

rlouidy paid, «ο much of the real estate
therefor,
sufficient to pay the amount due
will be
Including Interest and charge»,
auction »»
without fuither notice at public
the flr*
New Uall, South I'arl*. In bald towu. on A »
o'clock
Monday In February, 1911, at nine

DEMOCRAT,
South Paris, Maine.

OXFORD

*sj

me

INSURANCE,

New Baxter

Building,

PORTLAND,

me.

|

Cooper, W. E.,
Gray, Robert and Emma, honie.tei
farm, South Pails,
Howe, Henry, heir* of, or unkcown,
I
powder mill lot, so called, boun
the
cd as folii'W*, beginning at

L. 3. BILLINGS

I nmhûH
IwUlllUCr

ess

of All Kinds for
Building Purposes.

)UR SPECIALTIES-Paroid

Roofing, Shingles,
Lpple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.
I

re

the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid
other makes, but Paroid is the beet
am

Roofing.

There

on

l.

S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.
■

-■'J

I

middle of the Little Andioscoggin
at the
River, tu It was in 1848.said lot,
of
north.westerly corner
northerly
thence easterly οι the
line of said lot eleven rods, thence
setcn
south, twei ty degrees east,
center
ty-flve and one half roils, to
up
northerly
thencc
of the river;
first
the center of the river to the

PIANOS A. ORGANS.

Friday,

of every

Norway.

147tf

Muoe.

re-

Block,

SOUTH PARIS,

Ml

When your feet are wet and cold, and
yonr body chilled throngh and through half a
and 14 acie field for
lemon, one and one-half cup· ο sell
from exposure, take a
big dose of
town.
Towel Bars, Soap
$500. I will sell the pine on the i ηiath Seaia, etc. Special
Chamberlain's Congh Remedy, bathe
low
to
I stump for
per t1 ousand.
for Cbrlatmas.
yonr feet in hot water before going
Shelves
{ llaaa
•
GEORGE H. HERSEY, owner,
bed, and yon are almost certain to ward one-half hour· and «erre with lemon
off a severe cold. For sale by all deal·
1 M. LONGLBY,
Buckfield, Me
■

farmers,

and

3-

Pythian

by

South Paris, Thursday, Dec. 15,
All glasses
[0:30 a. m. to 8 p. m.
unded.

■

C. E. TOLMAN & CO.,

A. KENNEY,
South Paris.

Oculist,

J.

year lulu.
of
The following lint of taie* un rr» cutate
non-resident owner* in the town of tireeewoo·!,
to ine for
« ommlttc
aforei-aid, for the year
June,
collection for said Tow on the llth 'lay of
1910, remain unpaid ; η:
and
charge»
lntcre-i
that If said taxe» with
real e-uti
not previously paid, no much of the
Ί ·■·· there
taxeil as Is nutUelent to pay tin· amount
e »· ··'
w:
for, Including Interest and rlurges ι· at H< l*'
without further notice at pul»M·· :·. ι.
,B
Monday
rtr->t
Hall, In eai<l town, on the L a. m
February
ruary, 1911, at nine o'elot

Portland. Maine.

Will be at ANDREWS

warranted

our

of

-t β
es'

DR. AUSTIN TENNEY,

dryîetrtog &m
ΛΑί'».
S„nd.

town

Company,

Sheathing.

Spruce

Μ» κ-

be made

Portlud Auto

S-Î3-Î.23 *11

For Sale !

can

THE

Eany

Abandoned Farm

but

L'JK'.L"

ft", r.eed men to train In three week*. for po
work
eltlon* paying $20 to |31 weekly.
Short honro. Ureal demand now. Driving and
Wrl.e
tucces*.
ot
Five
work.
years
gar*ge
now.

STATE OK MAI»!.
Unpaid Use» un lands nitu.it·" 1 In the
tbe
Greenwood, lu the County of Oxford, for

If purchased in a first-class art store these pictures
would cost you at least $2.00 each. They must be seen
to be appreciated.
The subscriptions may be either new or renewals,
but your order should be mailed TO-DAY to

Clean*· util beantiilefl the hair.
Prumutw » laiuriar.l cruwtli.
Never Falla to Reatoro Or»y
Hair to ita Youthful Color.
Cuxca Kmlp ditrur· * b»lr falling.
jfeujjUtM Dnm'JU

of

practical

MOTEHR AND CHILD,

PARKER'S
BALSAM

MEN WANTED.

Collector's Notice of Sale of Lands
of Non-Resident Owners.

PEACEFUL HOUR, by Kabei
THE BREAKERS, by Henrique

Kennedy's Favorite Remedy.

HAIR

OEOKUE MILLIKEN, late of Hiram,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, aid given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
art desired to present the same for settlement,
and all Indebted thereto arc requested to make
pay nent Immediately.
HENRIETTA M. COLE.
Dec. 6th, 1910.

some

I

Kidney, Liver and Blood troubles. 35
years of raccesf. V.'rite Dr. David Ken.
nedy Co., llcndout, Ν. Y., for free sample
bottle. Large bottles $1.00 all druggists.

an·

Located one and one-half miles from
water. Soak a little gum tragacanthin
Buckfield village, known as the
a
thin
it
makes
until
warm water
jelly,
Drake farm, contains about 130
then knead with the other
lnKreJle°l" J® acres suitably divided into tillage,
Small
pasturage and woodland.
orchard, 35 good apple tree· ; fifty
"
to seventy-five thousand pine ready
of violet .Ilk. These may
to cut and lots growing pine left ;
good barn 40x60 with split stone
House needs
the wearing apparel.
cellar under whole.

V

treatment
puina.
for these conditions is Dr.

I Ι*1*1110™ the uric acidfrom
Π illI
I 'I I the system, the cause of most

NOTICE.

hereby gives notice that

bowels,

η

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he hs··
the
of
executor
been
appointed
duly
last will and testament of
SARAH KNIGHT, late of Sweden.
In the Countv of Oxford, doocased, and given
IhimIh as the law directe. All persons hav
ini· demands against the estate of said dr.
cen-.'Ί are desired to prosent the same for settle,
ment, and all Indebted thereto are requested to
m-vr payment Immediately.
CYRUS K. CHAPMAN.
Dec. fith. 1'JlO.

The subscrilier
has been duly
the exute of

constipated

a

A. D. 1910.
JAM ES Ε. Η Κ W EV, Clerk.
[ L. e.J
A true copy of iH.-tltlon and onler therenn.
>rk.
Atten JAMES E. HEWKY

ΓΠ1Χ

These are GENUINE HAND-COLORED
ductions from the famous paintings,

<%3? «w ja ilr> 'Weliita?, fever, rheumatic
-ΠΙ
A
The best

the estate of

for which

Baukrupty.

place,

of three

>u

NOTICE.
The subscriber herebv gives notice that be
has been duly appointed administrator of

ONE YEAR

In

granted.
tut
And It Is further ordered by the Coût,
the Clerk shall send by mall to all knows credul·
itor* copies of said petition an ! th!< Tier, u
dressed to them at their places of reel ience
stated.
Witness the Hon. ("lakes· κ Hale, Jul<e
Hurt
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at
I*ec
land, in said District, on the I ti. lay of

We will send, absolutely without cost to you, a set
(3) beautiful photogravures, printed on heavy
plate paper, size 14 1-2x19 1-2.

u;>on

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
OR MONEY REFUNDED.

Maine.

FIRE INSURANCE.

Regular price $1.60,

Each

Ycur health and life depend

Dscharge.

ORDER OK NOTICE Τ11ΚΙΙΚ».

Your favorite local paper,

KILLS.

JSk.

)

District of Maine, ss.
On this 10th day of De<eml«r, A D l?I.,ot
reading the foregoing |>etlttoii, It Is—
bad
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing
< ta
A
upon the same on the 20tb day of
1 Ut>
ι-αΙ
In
l'ort!an<l,
at
said
Court
before
l:dl,
i:ji
trlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, ant
notice thereof be published li: lu Oxftri
Dlitrla,
s:tM
In
a
Democrat, newspaper printed
aud that all known creditors, awl other per»»
In Interest, may ap|H-ar at the -aid time ul
and show cause. If any they hare, why
old cot he
.the prayer of said petitioner

The Oxford Democrat,
*

Petition for

mljudgetl
refatlnfcto

Ripley,

Regular price $1.00,

TIIKKKOV.

β».

EDDIE ARMBURG,
Bankrupt. )

I

broad lines,

on

....

A practical farm paper for

Me.

DISEASE

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

Maine,

ftke Dit
To the Hon. Clarem'K IIai.k, Ju
·>ι«ι.«
trlct Court of the Unlte<l States for t
Maine:
of
RDDIE ARMBURU, of Rumf.rd. In tbe
Ci County of Oxfonl, and State of M»lse,
In said District, respectfully repre-· nti·. tbat on
the 21th day of Decml>er, li«»9, lie wu duly
bankrupt, under the Ai t- fConpt»·
Bankruptcy; that he ha· luly sur
rendered all his property and right- of property
ect·
has fully compiled with all in
and
I
of said Acta and of the order* of Court touehltf
his bankruptcy.
Wherefore ne pray», that he may .* decree:
t.
by the Court to have a full discharge from»tl4
debts provable against his estate under
bankruptcy Acts, except such ilehu a-arett
law from such discharge.
cepted by
bated this :iuth day of Soveinber, A. I). 1-d>.
bin
EDDIE λ ARMIil'Ui.. Ilankrapt.
mark
Witness: Mattiiew McCarthy

The New-York Tribune Farmer,

H1UNEY

Dr.

FOR C8û§8H8

the

on

J.

43tf

King's
New Discovery

after u

come

CURE

THE

any station

Delivered at

Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Portland. Also White Ash holts.

ME.

KILL the COUCH

3£ϋΓ\'·4»£· Λ «S* Λ
ΙthickbrowD
I baked tbe Lay
paper will

PARIS,

or

petition,

III

We intend to make thia subscription season one
long to be remembered by our readers, hence this remarkable offer :
To every reader of this paper who will send NOW—
TO-DAY—one subscription to our special combination—

Pulp Wood Wanted.

WRIGHT,

N.

F.

F.

liankruwcv

In

,l real
On thla 17th ilay of Dec A I». 1
It Is—
lug the foregoing
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing t* ω
upon the aame on the 27th day >f Ian., a. Li
1911, before aald Court at l'ortlan I, In -al l [Hi
irlct, at 10 o'clock In tlie forenoon, .in that au
tlce thereof be published In the « ·* ford heitu
crnt, a new*pa|>er printed in said District, ul
that all known credttors, and other person*It
Interest, may appear at the -aid ti e tad plaot,
and ahow cause, If any they hav.·, why ti.r
ι;·
<rantr-i
prayer of aald jietltloner should
Ami It la further ordered by the court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all know· cnt
Itora copies ofeald |>etlllon and tills .ir-ler,»1
dressed to them at their places of re-lden<ei*
state* 1.
Witness the Hon. Clakk.m κ Hai.k Ju-l/c
of the aald Court, and trie seal thereof, at Hon
land, In aald District, on the lTih day of Dec.,
\. D. 1910.
JAMES K. HEW M .clerk.
[l. e.J
A true copy of petition and order t:.creon.
Attest : JAMES E. HEWtV,Clerk

AA

I

quickly.

it makes returns

1 PHOTOGRAVURES

South Paris, Maine.

by

f\
φ
\r\

0 Hand Colored CDCC

A. W. WALKER & SON,

Miller

parsley

Phone 17-4,

Coal.

Detroit, Michigan

fair,

Perley

Paris,

Stove Wood and

you'll use

ρ

The CONTINENTAL FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
of New York is represen'ed in Paris by

Edgings,

re-

DAVID STOTT
For Sale

its settlements are

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

other
—buy of your Grocer today
no

a

For home-made deviled bam miacetw;
Of cold boiled ham or put tbrougl
food chopper. Add two tablespoon
of cream, oue teaspoon of Krench mua

I quite flue.

baking

you try it

—once

The CONTINENTAL doe» business

Planting and Winter Forcing.

PORTER ST.. SOUTH PARIS.

bolted
touched by hands
—the purest flour you can
get
—always up to standard

ORDER OK NOTICE
district

I I L· I·

■

THIS COMPANY lia* been doing a healthy businexH
xince 1852. during which time it has paid over Seventy·
Two Millions of Dollars in tire losses,—paid them
promptly aDd without demur.

S. greenhouse,
and

*or."y' Γ D Γ

company.

EASTER LILIES, TULIPS,

—never

cut's

I

,

—carefully ground

jj

wiiu

FLOWERS,

NARCISSI, HYACINTHS, CROCUS,
JONQUILS, Etc,,

—washed and scoured

poesible^he

/ berve

CUT

OTHER

BULBS
for Fall

30 days

Its net surplus
Fire Insurance that can be bought.
of $13.044,878.64—exclusively prot cting American
policy holders—is larger than that of any other

ALSO

nice fruit salad is made from canne·

A

AND

—very highest quality
—made of finest wheat

with

Come here.

Deal
now, at once.
one you can belit ve in.

The CONTINENTAL FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY of New York, sells the mrst secure

CHRYSANTHEMUMS

—its Stott Standard

right

Fire Insurance?

L*nr«t rtr·

sawi'iatîsïïÎ'SoWSi 3ζά&ϊ
iCo.3e,en»i"'· New York
MUNN
Bran oh Office. OS 7 BU Washington, D. C-

a

time.

Discharge,

J

>■

Do it

Who Carries Your Insurance?

Scicntific American.

Κ handsomely llluetr«ted weekly.

Ever/ Flour WithThe Name

reg-

description

notice, without chanto, In the
peeuu nonet,
η,trial

None genuine without the trade mark—"L.
F." in large red letters. Look for them,
A large bottle, 36 et», at your dealer's.
Write tor liberal lanple to
THE "L. F." MEDICINE CO.. PortUnd. Me.

»

Bankrupt's

wiiuuuw wh«ibw,

improve your

We also κβΙΙ

11.00 Nickel Alarm
700 of
Clock for only 05c.
those clocks already sold in
Waste no
the last 2 years.
ular

)

of Maine:
ORES M. GORDON of I'eru, In the
Ij County of Oxford, and State of Male?
lu aald District, respectfully rt-i resent* that
of Deceml»er. 1· », be WM
t.n the 11th day
duly adjudged bankrupt under the Act* of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy, thai be bi·
duly surrendered all his property nnd rizhu
of property, and bas fully compile'! with alltoe
requirements of said Acts ami of ti orienof
Court touching hU bankruptcy.
Wherefore he pray», That he may i.· lecree·!
by the Court to have a full dtw :inrire froru all
debts provable against his estate under ul·!
Bankruptcy Acts, except euch ·!· > a· »re
excepted by law from such dlscharict
Dated this :nh day of Dec Λ. I» i.v.
LORES M.GORDON. Bankrupt.

I η the matter of

iinneetricily

Bowels
liable to take cold from the
exposure when out of condition.

ported.

Petition for

Γ

Alarm Clocks, Automatic
Picture Alarm Click, im-

(r

ma y
a *ketrh end
..ilckly ascertain our opinion ire· wnetneran
Mivmitlon t§ probably patentable. Communicaeoiifldential. HANDBOOK on PaUnU
«ont free. < 'Most aeoncy for ecruriiifpatanU.
'.'«tenta taken through Munn & Co. receive

1

Bankrupt. )
Γο the Hon. CLARENCE Hale, I Ige if the L»ie
trlct Court of the United State» f.ir toe Dlstrl.t

Desions
Copyright» Ac.

....

Anyone tending

are

on the Sack
^ Stott
Is a Safe

per50 different kinds of
fect timers, from S.'I.SO to |15 00.
on escb.
alarm clocks, cau caw you from .'tfc to $1.00
Music
Cuckoo Clocks.

....

Patents

Chances

Bankrupt's

In the matter of
LORES' M. GORDON,

day Cathedral Gong, euirauteed

8

1-2 doz. Knives, 1-2 doz. Forks, 1-2 doz. Dessert Spoons,
2tf pieces of solid niIver metal
('°Z
SP°""S· 1 Stiver Shell, 1 Batter Knife.
All
tarnish.
never
complete, only
in fine Oak cabinet. Warranted,
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

No

pligbteet
To prevent eicknese and

I

J

Take

for yon

Finely finished,

IL·*· Come here, do It right now. Quick. 40c 1-2 pound Box of Choc-ilates with any purit |>nye Ιο walk.
chase of #2.R0. We are » little out of the way, but

■

-uited.

Parlor Clocks

Optometrist Parmenter, Optician,

D Γ C

repre^L
ιΓλΪΣ*!
«to of

Thermometer» and Barometers

with Γ·
You will find A. C. Lord, Practical Watchmaker & Jeweler,

30 days

O

ach
sale by all dealers.

hem
all the dreieing
be done In half the umo.

I dressing.

No. 1177.—Hidden Dairy Produots.
I had to beg Gertrude to study hei
lessons.
The miser's lucre amounted to a mil

Enigma.
What word do you get with d in ρ
D In pea—pamed.

"I had been troubled with constipathe
tion for two years and tried all of
and
best physicians in Bristol, Tenn.,
writes
they could do nothing for me,"
Thos. E. Williams, Middlnboro, Ky.
"Two packages of Chamberlain's Stomand Liver Tablets cured me." For

napkioe if the edge I
rubbed in the hands, to re

blackberries, ellorf
I celery and almonds,

l«aby.
They called Mildred Mil, Katherlni
Kate and Emmaline Em.

THE

Heaven in no time."

If tablecloths are never folded quite>
the centre the fold is then ho se dor
that lh
made in exactly the same
tablecloth will not «plit down the centr
long before wearing out, as so often1 F
pen,, and the slight difference will no
be noticed in most patterns.

1

lion.
The name of Lawrence was discard
ed. but Terrance was given to th«

OF

rtW

P^e

I

I LAST a bee that near did hover.
I heard him FIRST among the clover.
I thought, "Be wise and shun that knoll,'
For "never monkey with the WHOLE."

CONVENIENCE

F

"Why,

Wellington

Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, ju,jrt
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, it fun
$50 00.
From *2.50
land, In said District, on the loth day of IW
Reading Glass*», Magnifjiny A. D. 1910.
JAMES E. HEWKY, Cleri
[L. 8.J
Compasses, PedoGlasses,
A true copy of petition ami order thweon
Have one, know how
meters.
J Λ MES Κ HEWKY, Clerk
Attest
far you walk, it pays to walk

Mount Mica
Gems set in 14k
Rings nil ready to put on,
also Mount Mica Gems, any
size and color, to be set to
order, any style ring or pin
you may pick our.
Large at.d small Gem
Gem
'also
tongs.
cases,
Come here, do it right now.
All mail orlers attended to
hy return mall, no waits.
Deal with one you can believe in.

sins in prayer.
she
"Did you tell God all about it?''
was asked on coming down again.
Caroline *h:iok her head decidedly.
"
'Deed I didn't!" she declared.
it would have been all over

Bwkl»*r.

d.

to

Genuine

mother

} iB

Bankrupt, j

To the nOK.CLABF.KCE HALK,
Judge of the Dt».
trtct Court of the United State·
for the
DlKrw
of Maine:
bird, of Albany. ι,
County of Oxford, and State of
In ..M
IM·»·*'·4
*
Mile*
aald DUtrlct,
In
?*
respectfully
Ih.t
on the 5tb day of Soveuiber, last nul I,
κ
U*u
duly adjudged bankrupt, under

Field Glasses

Sparkling

KEEPING IT QUIET.
Small Caroline's home was unfortunately located in a very gossipy neighborhood, and, being an observant child,
she had drawn her own conclusions.
her
After an unusually naughty prank,
sent her upstairs to confess her

fe,~^«û«ïî

Opera Glasses

Rings Rings Rings Rings

This remedy
narcotic and may be given as confidently
all
to a baby as to an adult. Sold by
dealers.

hemming

move

No. 1176.—Charade.

PORTLAND, ME.

NEW ENGLAND AGENTS

ward
fix you tip all right and will
off any tendency toward pneumonia.
contains no opium or other

soon

Dinu,

Bttkri^

same.

All sizes, kinds and prices, from $1.00 to $25 00, gold
General line of small Jewelry at
filled aod Hulid gold.
prices that will please you. Come now.

dry, hard, wh>'es"a;

I tnlng can

No. 1175.—Cryptogram.
i 'GEM USI SAKINT OMADN ESS·'
The above inscription is carved on ι
totem pole in Alaska in character:
! pronounced by an antiquary and phil
ologLst to be Chaldean. This sciential
also states there is a literal equivalenl
for the inscription in a well knowi

i

yard around.

a

P®ti,io"

«Itosbud.

bî^

Bracelets

of
When you have a cold get a bottle
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. It will

,ih Ze.

! English axiom.

A. H. Berry Shoe Co.

Bella—About half

GOODS.

Bankr

«jV
In the matted
WILLIMvivii

Glasses

Jeweled Watches.

Stella—What is her walk

A Hobble.
in life?

drawer and usedIt
rub over the seam «ill enable yoa to.e*
»»er the h..«l«t «"»
out breaking the needle.'

lingered In the maple's shade.
(His name was ······ Palmer)
«·. ··*«
u picture of the well.
The maiden and the farmer.

u»

rebaoging

of

That a

He

MALDEN RUBBERS are the Smartest Looking, Best Fitting,

te vents

·

Call.

ing.

re-

γ D Γ Γ
Π L L
■

I

T~,,i ".at
vu
duly surrendered all his property an<l be bu
nropertv, and has fully rompUed withrtfjhu of
m tu
reoulreoienU of said Acts ami of
theorlenof
Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he pravs, Tbat he may u
creed by the Court to have a full dUcbti» #w
all debt· provable against Ills esutc uX
in
«η
glasses
bankruptcy AcU, except such ilebu u ιί»
The latest up-to-date and most dependable
by law from such discharge
Call and see this Toric Fused (Kryptolc) c-pted
existence.
thla
Oh
of
Dated
Parmenter's
day
December, a U Ui,
Invisible Bifocal Glasses. Double Vision. other
WELLINGTON BIKU,
no
glasses
Shur on Toric Glaases grace the face,
OF NOTICE THK.KKOV
ORDER
now.
take the place. Come here, do it right
district or Maine, es.
On tbla 10th day of Dec., A. D. bio on γν<
to each and every
Parmenter gives personal attention
In* the foregoing petition, It la—
to
each
fitted
person.
Ordered by the Court. That a
case.
u *».,
Any style frame or center
New upon the same on the »th day hearln*
in 20 years.
of Ian a r.
I bave fitted more than 30,000 eyes
in the 1911, before aald Court at Portlan I, in «aid Dt,
discovered
bave
f
which
methods in fitting eyes
at 10 o'clock In the forenoon ; and ihu
for me to give satisfaction trlct,
notice thereof be published In the Oxford tuT
paat few years make it possible
others have failed to ocrât, a newspaper printed In saM DUtrlct inj
where
fit
and
eyes
customers
to my
Artificial human eyes that all known creditor*, and other person in
Get Parmenter's glasses.
fit.
Interest, may appear at the aald time and nl*»
do it now.
nnd ahow cause, If any they have, why the uriv
matched and made to order. Come here,
er of aald petitioner should not Ιχ· granted
Ami It la further ordered by the Court Ttit
the Clerk shall eend by mall to all known' cr*,i
ttora copiée of said petition and this order id
dressed to them at their place· of reaMen<x >,
Telescopes and

sprain·, bruises,
liable liniment.
Neck Chains and Lockets
rheumatic
soreness of the muscles and
10
sizes and prices from $1.00 to $10.00 complete,
is
none better thaD ChamberAll
there
pains
and 25 years, sold filled.
lain's. Sold by all dealers.

machine
I uept io thepiece

An artist. slowly passing by,
h'eheld the sparkling water
Anil begged a drink from that fair maid
···
·«·._ t|ie farmer's daughter.
The old oak bucket and the well.
He said, were quite romantic.
He talked about the charming view
In language most pedantic.

Keep Your Feet Dry and Warm
Get Your Money s Worth

good,

Liver and

frames »"«

IsooHeo'p

*·**
fresh water from the well.
She used an oaken bucket.
lU-r father's name was Isaac Drew.
The farm was In Nantucket.
···

j

a

For

"

Ι ,,ΛΓώτ

No. 1174.—Homonym.

j

Every family has Deed of

30 days

Toric

Boyproof Watcb

7, 11,
Waltham, Elgin, Excelsior and Iogeraoll-Treoton,
and 25 years aDd
15 and 17 Jeweled movements, put in 20
to $50.00 each,
permanent cases, good as Gold. From $7.50
the factory, also by myself, to
every watch guaranteed by
these watchee before buygive satisfaction. Come and see
No trouble to show goods at any time.

sometimes.

health, strength

Ρ

at

*8?'

AND
LINE OF
walk.
little oat of the way, bat it p·?· to

are a

Gents' Watches

old she ain't
Bobby—My gran'ina's
got a tooth in her head. Tommy—
Ain't she? Well, mebby they're in her
burenu drawer, like my Aunt Tlllle's is

A manufacturer told me how to kee| )
patent leather looking nice for a lou|
time. Hub your shoes with olive oi
when you take them off aud put then ,
it al
away. Before wearing them, rub
carefully oiT again, of course.

What welcome Christmas visitor?

can

Fine

remedy equal to the true
Small squares of thick felt place* 1 health, there is noMedicine.
"L. F." Atwood'e
under the lege of heavy furniture that i I
Clinton. M».
t
"I have taken 'L. F.' Atirood's Medicine
not moved often will be found a grea •
have
and
found
and
colds
for
dyspepsia
saving to hardwood floors.
MHS. CEO. KICKER.
great relief."

!

:

soli you a
from 50c to 14 SO eaob.
We

eo

A little coal tar poured into a ratbol
will effectually prevent its further use.

JOT

I

We

Boyproof Watches

Teeth.

Hints.

A

i

Send for Catalogue.

itself.

and life

LATEST

■

from the
Ladies' Watches
by boitig bound and flung
wooden Subliclan bridge, which, till
Fine Jeweled, 20 years, gold filled
nearly the end of the republican pe :ases with Elgin,
Waltham, New
!
riod, was the one and only bridge England end Ingersoll, Trenton moveacross the Tiber in Rome.
ments. Prom $7.60 to 150.00, call and inspect

Familiar ascetic and
pessimistic dogmas to the contrary notthese
pleasures, taken
withstanding,
naturally and iu moderation, are all
pure, honorable and wholesome.
"Moreover, all attempta to draw a
line between bodily satisfactions on the
The fruit of the orchard
The warrior's lance is.
one hand and mental or spiritual satisLast, vapid or tasteless
factions on the other, and to distinguish
Turns plainly romancea.
the first as beastly indulgences and the
second as the only pleasures worthy of a
No. 1172.—Hidden Countries.
rational being, have failed and must fail;
What thirteen nuiues of countries for it is manifestly impossible to draw a
are hidden iu the foilowiug letter?
sharp line of division between pleasures,
these are bodily and
I >ear Father—Do not be surprised to and to aay that
those intellectual or moral.
see me walk in any day, as 1 am
"Taking food and drink is a great enMark my words,
alone in this den.
for healthy people, and those
joyment
the
that
so
is
the bear's cage
rickety
who do not enjoy earing seldom have
sure
to
cub and Its mother are almost
much capacity for enjoyment or useful
We are all in danger, ness of any sort. Under ordinary cir
get awuy.
and
cuinatances it is by no meana a purelj
Many of these animals are fierce,
alone
when angry there is no plan or way by bodily pleasure. We do not eat
but in families or sets of friends and
which they cau be subdued.
and the table is the beet
Yesterday old Jumbo, the boss, got comrades;
ceuter of friendships and of the domestii
his
on
was
thrown
card
mad. Λ gas
affections. When, therefore, a working
ilesk by the uiall currier, and the bill man says that he has worked all his lift
exan
was so big that he roared like
to procure a subsistence for himself anc
plosion from a "can a daminlte," as bis family, he states that he has securec
some fundamental satisfactions, namely
Johnnie said wheu he heard him.
and farailj
He was so ugly after that that he food, productive employment
life. The satisfaction of eating is sc
call
Ab
Oscar.
(I
always
discharged
a matter of appetite that sucl
Raja completely
the big clown Ab) and Ben.
distinction as there is between the lux
Bob
aud
this
morning,
panned out
urious and the hardy, in regard to thii
Greeu landed in bed with a cold.
enjoyment, is altogether in favor of thi
Now, unless I get help by tomorrow hardy. Who doe* not remember somi 1
I shall quit and go home.
rough and perhaps scanty meal in camp
If I do 1 shall bring Chin A. Le< or on the march or at sea, or iu thi
more deli
with me. He's a cute little chap, ani· woods, which was infinitely
than the most luxurious dinnei
cious
like
him.
all
I'm sure you'll
indoor or sedentary life? Bu
(îlve my love to mother, and tell hei during
that appetite depends on health.
that lier sou Philip pines for a sigh»
"Take good care, then, of your teetl
Your loving son
of boine and mother
»nd your stomachs, and bo ashamed, no
PHILIP S. PAINE.
of enjoying your food, but of not eDjoy
hu
mg it. There was a deal of sound
uiau nature in the unexpected reply υ
No. 1173.—Puzzle Picture.
the dying old woman to her minister'
leading question. 'Here at the end of ;
lung life, which of tho Lord's mercie
Her ey
*re you moat thankful for?'
'M;
answered,
brightened as ahe

want flour that never fails—that makes the
most bread to the sack—that serves every
baking need.
So they use nothing but William Tell
Flour—and have "good luck" every day

(3)

which maintain

ence

No. 1171.—Transposition·.
CWords of five letters.)
A month before April
Bewitches with magic.
Disliked or detested
Becomes a scene traglo.

Economical Housewives

For William Tell bread is a marvel of
lightness—its cake melts in your mouth—
its pastry makes the cook famous.
One sack will prove itself—oraer today.

proach

CHOCOLATES with $6.00Pun>haM

Parmenter, Optician,
Optometrist
OPTICAL
Pff
JEWELRY
I· I- L
tJT-PO-DATE

Γ

god.
drowned while fording or swimming
of a ceracross and robbed the deity
were his
tfin number of victims which
For many centuries in Rome
due.
human vicpropitiatory offerings of
the Titims wore made every year to
ber. Men and women wpre drowned

ed in Current Literature.
"Sensuous pleasures, like eating and
drinking, are sometimes described as
animal, and therefore unworthy. It
must be confessed, however, that men
are in this life animals all throughwhatever else they may be,—and that
they bave a right to enjoy without rethose pleasures of animal exist-

No. 1170.—Charade.
My whole is a new and marvelous
thing. Iu the one it rises, while two
upon two of curious people stand and
"Oh," shouts an excited man.
gaze.
"the whole is in three sight!"

Year in and year out they run without a hitch, ever making
\\"e sell them, you need one.
money, never maktng trouble.

T.

UwOdUto·!. AddwseT Editor
Coldmk, Oxford Democrat, South Parla, Me.

tion.

are

Ο

to the lAdle·
Correapondeaoe on topic· of lntereat
Hombuiui'

30 days

Γ

Ancient Bridge Superstition.
the
A primitive notion exiFted among:
a bridge
Rompus mid otlicr races that
to the river
was sir· offense and injury
from being
jis it saved people

Satisfactions That Endure.
A resonant note of optimism is said to
ran through Dr. Eliot'· new book of colNo. 1109.—Beheading· and Curtailing·.
lected essays and addresses, entitled
thin
Behead and curtail a broad,
"The Durable Satisfactions of Life.'1
leave something
and
timber
of
piece
Among these satisfactions be extols the
used In rowing a boat; something used pleasures of the eye and ear, the domeslu making books and leave an animal tic affections, the satisfaction in physical
that resembles man; what one wears and mental exertion, of mntual service
and that of making a
on one's feet and leave a garden tool; and cooperation,
selection of beliefs. He begins
something sweet aud leave a conjunc- judicious
with the satistactions of sense, as quot-

By using a United States Separator.
They

HOMEMAKEBS' COLUMN.

SO» POUHD BOX OF

mentioned bound,
barn,
Eugene, Pottle land and
Reeord, Everett, Kuuipus farui,
Lib by,

A. H.

Uf

<ri
lu)

J*

JACKSON.

Collector of Taxes of the of Pan··
Town

Dec. 17,1910.

Wanted.

or

wl lo*

good housekeeper. Middle aged, Mod"··
farm.
lady preferred. Small family on a
per»"
warm houae, food wages to the right
A

Apply

J. 8. DUDLEY.
West Parts, Me.

to

Mtf

Κ

K.P-

We Do all Kind· of....
JOB

PRICING.
A

■

No.\

P***
'«rbM Soutfc

\

J

